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PREFACE

This volume presents a series of papers developed by the authors as
part of their deliberations as members on the National Research Council's
Committee of Program Evaluation in Education. As such, the .papers repre-Q

sent only the work of the individual authors and in no way have been
reviewed or endorsed by the Committee, the National Research Council, the
National Academy of Science, and while we're discliiming, the. UCLA Center
for the Study of Evaluation, nor the Rational Institute of Education.

Yet while officially representing only themsefves, the authOrs by
topic and style provide a compact panoply of present evaluation thinking.
Some authors hold the view, "let the flower bloom"and address their
topic with dispassionate appraisal of alternatives. No less skillful
writers on the other hand, eschew such even handedness end inform the
reader of the characteristics of high quality studies.

Some papers are didactic,-and attempt.to take care to explain

with little ambiguity or abstraction what the critical issues are.

Others present an enticing range of examples and support for favorite
theses'and summon up work horizontally from other science fields and

.

historically from earlier epochs. Lacing the writing so xichly heightens
the reader's perception of the breadth and credibility of the author.
These various virtues can be found within these efforts.

*ft

"Certainly, if never plainly detailed, tie conflict between preferences
in evaluation methodotogy comes through in these papers. The problem is_
not the oft contrasted benefits of quantitative versus qualitative

information. Rossi. and Berk correctly point out:that various methods-of
data generation can be used complementarily in both experimentally

controlled and naturally varying designs. Left-for future debate, howevir;
is the avowal of some of the authors that experimental manipulation
represents the evaluation design of choice. Rather casually dismissed
were concerns of political solvency, of program diffusion (or contamination),
conseev4ism And delay inherent in developmental testing, as these concerns
might specially impact program evaluation choides ih education. For myself,
I.would halle enjoyed an extended dficussion of,the measurement prOblemi in
any of the designs availlable to us.:



But my intention is to praise the diversity that these views

communicate. One particular pleasure in reading these papers derived

from the evaluation in contexts used by the writers. Rather than arguing

as solely evaluators on the issue of program evaluation, more than one '

writer found it necessary to explain the role of'evaluation in'the-larger

theaterofleducational development'. Redirecting evaluators' views from

exclusively research roots and extending their colloquium to include

both research and development should certainly improve both the quality,

academic virtue:, and practicality of consequenievaluations:

Eva L. Baker
November, 1981
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CHAPTER 1

AN OVERVIEW OF 'EVALUATION STRATEGIES AND PROCEDURES

Peter H. Rossi
University of Massachusetts

Richard A. Berk
University of California, Santa Barbara

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to provide.a detailed introduCtion.to

the variety of purposet.for which evaluation research may be used and
to the range of methods that are currently employed in the practice of
that field. Specific'examples are given wherever appropriate to provide

concrete illustrations of both the goals of evaluation researches and

the methods used.

While the coverage of this paper is intended to Me comprehensive

in the sense of describing,major uses of evaluation research, it canna
,,.even pretend to be encyClopedic. The reader interested in putiuing'any

of the topics discussed in this Paper Is proVided with referenCesto

more detailed discussions. In addition, there are several general
references that survey the+feld'of evaluation in a-more-detailed fashion

,(Suchman, 1967; Weiss,. 1972, Cronbach, 1980, Rossi, Freeman & Wright,

1979; Guttentag.&'Sttuening, 1976).

Policy Issues and Evaluation. Research

Virtually all evaluation research begins with one orporepolicy

questions in search of relevant answers. Evaluation' esearch may be

conducted to answer qUestions that arise during the formulation of poliO,
in the design of prggrams,!in theiiMprOvement of programs, and in testing
the efficiency and effectiveness of- programs thatare in place or being,
considered. Specific policy questions may be.concerned with how wide

spread asocial problem may be, whether any program can be'enacted that
"will -ameliorate a problem, whether-programs areeffective,. whether a

program is producing enough benefits to justify its cost, and soon..



Given the diversity of policyrquestions to be answered, it should

not be surprising that there is no single "best way" to proceed and

that evaluation research must draw on a. variety of perspectives, and

on a pool of varied procedures. . Thus, approaches that might be useful

for determining what activities were actually undertaken under some

educational program, for instance, might not be appropriate when the

time comes to deterpine whether the program was worth the money spent.

Similarly, techniques that may be effective in documenting how a program

is functioning on a day-to-day basis may prove inadequate for the task,

of assessing the program's ultimate imps . In other words, the choice

among evaluation methods derives int ly frbm the pafticular question

posed; appropriate evaluation techn ues must be linked explicitly to
,

each of the policy questions posed. While this point may seem simple

enough, it has-been far too often overlooked, often resulting in force-

fits between an evaluator's preferred method and particular questions at

hand. Another result is an evaluation research literature padded with

empty, sectarian debates between warring camps of "true believers". For

example,, there has been a long and somewhat tedious controversy about

whether assessments of the impact of social programs are best undertaken

with research designs in which subjects are randomly assigned to experi-

mental and control groups or through theoretically derived causal models

of how the program works. In fact, the-two approaches are complementary

and can be effectiyely wedded (e.g., Rossi, Berk, & tenihan.,1980).

To obtain a better understanding of.the fit between evaluation

questions and the requisite evaluation procedures, it is useful'to

distinguish between two broad evaluation contexts,_as follows:

Policy and Program Formation Contexts: Contexts in which policy
questions Are being raised about the nature, and amount of social
problems, 'whether appropilate.policyActions,cante.taken, and
whether progt,'ams that may be 'proposed are appropriate and effective,

Existing' Policy and Existing Program Contextst ConteXti,in which
the issues are whether appropriate policies are: being pursued and
whether existing programs :are achieving their intended effects.



While these two broad contexts may be regarded as stages in a

progression from thir-ilagnition of a policy need to the installation

and testing of programs designed to meet those policy needs, It is,

often the casethat.the unfolding of a program in actuality may bypass

some evaluation activities. *For example, Head Start and therlob Corps,

were started up with minimum amounts of program testing beforehand:

indeed, the issue of whetner Head Start was or was not effective did

not surface until some years after the program had been in place, and, the
Job Corps has just recently (a decade and a half after enactment)'been

evaluated in a sophisticated way (Mathematica, 1980). Similarly, many

programs apparently never get beyond the testing stage, either by being
shown to be ineffective or troublesome (e.g., contract learning,

:0ram11511 & Koshel, 1975) or beCause the policy issues to which they

were 'addressed shifted in the meantime (e.g.,,as in the case of negative

income, tax proposals, Rossi & Lyall, 1974).'

Unfortunately, a statement that evaluation techniques must respond

to the questions that are posed at different'stages of a'program's life

history,'only takes us part of the way. At the very least, it is

necessary to specify criteria that may be used to select.appropriate

evaluatlon procedures, given one or more particular policy:questions.

--FOr example, randomized experiments are an extremely powerful method

for answering some of the quesOions posed AA part of program design

issUes,.but may be largely irrelevant to or ineffective for answering

questions associated with program implementation issues. ,Yet, such

terms as "powerful", "relevant", and "ineffective" are hardly precise
and the following four are far more instructive.

First, one must consider whether the measurement procedures that
'are being proposed are likely to capture accurately what they are supposed
'to measure. Sometimes'sUch concerns with measurement quality are

considered under the rubric of "construct validity" (Cook & Campbell,

1979), and are germane to all empirical work 'regardless of the question
being asked. For example, while it is apparent that an examination of
the impact of Sesame Street on children's reading activity must rest

on measures that properly reflect what ear.. 's mean by an ability to



read, the same concerns are just as relevant in ethnographic accounts

of how,parents "encourage" their children to watch ,,,..12SestarlIt. One

must, presumably, have a clear idea of kinds of inducements parents

might provide and field work procedures that systematically and accurately

record the use of these inducements. At the very least, field workers

would have to be instructed about how to recognize an "inducement" as

distinct from other sorts of interaction occurring between parents and

children.

It is important to stress that questionsabout measurement quality

apply not only to program outcomes such gp "learning", IRA also to

measures of the *gram (intervention) itself and to other factors that

may be at work (e.g., a child's motivation to learn). For eXample, the

crux of the ongoing debate about the Hawthorne Experimenti undertaken*

over 50 years ago involves a judgment of whether the "real" treatment

was a physical alteration in the worker's environment or changes in

worker-employer relations affecting employee motivation (Franke & Kaul,

1978; Franke, 1979; Wardwell, 1979).

Finally, while space limitations preclude a thorough discussion of

measurement issues,in evaluation research, two generic kinds of measure-

ment errors,;hould be distinguiihed. On one hand, measurement may be

subject to bias that reflects a systematic disparity between indicator(s)

and.an underlying true attribute that is being gauged. Perhaps the most

visible example is PAIN in the enormous literAure on whether standard-

ized IQ tests really tap "general intelligence" in a culture free manner.

(For a recent review see Cronbach, 1975.) On the other hand, measures

mi be flawed because of random error or "noise". Whether approached as

an "errors in variables" problem through the econometric literature

(e.g., Kmenti, 101: 309-322) or as the "underadjustment" problem in the

evaluation literature (e.g:, Campbell & Erlebacher, 1970), random error

can lead to decidedly non-random distortions in evaluation results. (For

a recent'discussion eleBartVrirrrisovtoldberger, 1180.) The role of '

random measurement' error is sometimes addressed through the concept of

"reliability".

i.e



Secondly, many evaluation questions concern causal relations, as,

for example, whether or not a specific proposed program of bilingual

education will improve the English language reading achievement of

program participants, i.e., whether exposure to a program will "cause"

changes in reading achievement. Whenever a causal relat onship Isto,

proposed, alternative explanations must be addressed and esumably

discarded. If such alternatives are not considered, one may be led to

make "spurious".causal inferences; the causal relationship being proposed

may not in faCt exist. Sometimes this concern with sgurioUs causation

is addressed under the heading of "internal validity" (Cook & Campbell,

1979) and, as in 'the case of construct validity, is relevant regardless

of stage in a program's life history (assuming causal relationships are

at issue). For example, no one would dispute that a causal inference

that Head. Start, for example, improves the school performance of young , °

children, must also consider the.alternative explanation thatchildren'-'

participating in a.Head Start program were "simply" brighter than their '

peers to begin with:- Note that the same issues surface in ethnOgraphic

accounts of how programs like Head Start function. A'series of documented

observations suggesting that Head Start provides a-more supportive

atmosphere in which students may learn academic skills, requires.that

alternative explanations be considered. Thus, it may be that the content

of Head Start programs are less important than the kinds ofinstr ctors
%

who volunteer (or are recruited) to teach insuch programs.

Tlie consideration of alternalie causal explanations for the

working of social programs is an extremely important research design t

consideration. .Forfexample, programs that deal with humans are all

subject more or,less to problems of self-selection; Often enough persons

who are most likely to be helped or who are already on the road to

recovery are those most likely to participate in a program. Thus,,

vocational training offered to unemployed adults is likely to attract

thost who mould be most likely.to improve their employment. situation

in any event. Or sometimes program operators ".cream the best" among ,.

target populations to participiate in programs, thereby assuring that such



prograMs appear to be,successful. Or, in other cases, events unconnected

with the program produce improvements which appear to be the result of ,

the program.: an improvement in employment for adults, for instance,

may make it more likely that young people will stay in and complete

their ,high thool training, 1

It cannot be overamphasiiad that parallel design 1504 necessarily

surface in'evaluations based on qualitative field work. While this point

has a tong and rich higtory in the social sciences that routinely collect

and analyze qualitative data (e.g., Zelditch, 1962; Becker, 1958; Mensh

& Henry, 1953), evaluation researchers have to data been somewhat slow

4to catch on. Too often' up ocess research",for example, has become a

license for research prOcedures that are little more than funded voyeurism.

In short, there is more to field work than simply "hanging out".
i

Third, whatever the cmpi ical conclusions resulting from evaluation

research during any of the t ee program stages, it is necessary to

cisider how broadly one can generalize the findings in question: that

is, are the findings relevant to other times, other subjects, similar

programs and other program sites? Sometimes such concerns are raised-

under the rubric of "external validity" (Cook & Campbell, 1979), and

again, the issues are germane in all program stages and regardles's of

evaluation method. Thus, even if a quantitative assessment of high

school driver education programs indicates that they do not reduce the

number of automobile accidents experienced-by teenagers (Roberts, 1980),

it does not mean that adult driver education programs would be ineffective.

Similarly, an ethnographic account of why the driver edl.cation program

did not work for teenagers, may or may not generalize to adult driver

education programs:

Generalization issues ordinarily arise around several types of

extensions of findings. For instance, are the findings applicable to

other cities, agencies, or school systems, besides the ones in which they

were found? Or are the results specific to the organizations in which the

program was tested? Another' issue that arises is,whethera program's

results would be applicable to students who are different in abilities

or in socioeconomic background? For example, Sesame Street was folund

6



to be effective with respect to preschool children from lower socio-

economic families, but also more effective with children from middle

class families (Cock, et al,, 1975). Or, curricula that work well in

'junior colleges may not be appropriate for, students in seniorcolleges.

There is also the problem of generalizing over time, For example,

'ftynard and,Murnane (1979) found that transfer payments provided by the

Gary Income, Maintenance Exieriment apparently increased the reading scores

of children from the experimental families. One possible explanation

is that with income subsidies, parents (especially in single parent

families) were able to work less and therefore spend more time with their

children. Even.if this it true, it raises the question of whether

similar effecits would be found presently when inflation is taking a much

Mager bite out of the purchasing power of households. Finally, it is

'impossible to introduce precisely the same treatment(s) when studies are

replicated or- when programs move from the development to the demonstration

stage. Hence, one is always faced with trying to generalize across

treatments,that can rarely be identical. In summary, external validity

surfaces as a function of the subjects\of-an evaluation, the setting,

the-hisUricalperiod.and the treatment Atself.- Another way of phrasing,

this issue is to consider that.- programs very'41;* their l'robustness";.that

it, in their ability to produce the same tesults/under varying circum-
,

stances, with different operators, and at different historical times:

Clearly a *robust"-pra.dram.is highly desirable.

Finally, it is always important to consider that whatever one's

,empirical assessments, that the roleaf "hence" is properly taken.

into account. When foram% quantitative findings.are'contidered, this

'is sometimeS addreited under the heading of "statistical conclusion

yalidity"JCook'& (impbell,:1979) and the problem is whether tests

fork Significance" have Seen properly Indertaksen; For .

qamplepernaps Head Start children appear to perform better in early

gradesl_bilt at the same time, the observed differences in performance

Could` easily result from chance faCtors,having nothing to do with the

program. ,Unless the role of these chan6e factort is formally assessed,

it is impossible to determine if the apparent program effects are real



or illusory. Similar issues appear in lthnographie work as yell

atthough formal assessments of the role of chance are difficult to

undertake in such studies. Neverthelets, it igjmportant to ask Whether

the - reported findings rest on observed behavioral patterns that ocCured

with suffictent frequency and stability to warrant the.donclutions that

they are not "simply" the result of chance. No self-respecting

ethnographer would base an analysis of the role of parental inducements'

in impact of Sesame Street, for example,-on a single parent-child

interactionon.a particular morning. .. .

Three types of factors play a role in producing apparent (chance)

effects that are not "real". The first,reflects sampling error and

occurs whenever one is tryingto make statements about some population

of interest from observations gathered on a subset of that population.

For example, oneo4ight actually be Studying a sample of students frOm-

the population attending a particular school, or a sample of

from the population of teachers in a particular school system, or even

a sample of schools.frr a population of schools within a' city, bounty;
. "

or state.. Yet, while.it is- typically more economical to work with samples,

the prcicess.of sampling neCessartly,tntroduCetthe.prospect that any

conclusions based an the sample may well differ from.conclusions,that

might have been reached had theull population been studied instead.

Indeed, one could well imagine 'obtaining differearresultS from different
40subsets of the population.

While any subset that Is selected from a,larger population for

study pufpotes may be called. a SamOlei some such subsets, may be worte

than having no observations at all. The actiof sampling must be aCcom-

plished according to rational selection procedures that guard against

the Introduction of selection bias. &class of such sampling.procedures

that yield unbiased.samples art called "probability samples ", in which

every element in a popUlation has aknOwnchance o.f being selected.

(Sudman,.1976; Kish, 1965). Probability samples are.dyficultto
, , .

execute and are often quite expensive, espeCially when dealing with popu-

lations that are difficult to locate An space. /et there are suc clear

1 4
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advantages to such- samples,, -as opposed to haphazard and potentially
/

biased methods of selecting subjects, that probability samples are almost

always to be preferred over less rational methods.

Fortunately, when samples are drawn with probability procedures,

"disparities between a sample and a given population can -only result from
the "luck of the draw," and-with-the proper use of statistical inference,

the likely impact of'these chance forces can be taken into account. Thus,

ione can place "confidence intervals"- around estimates from4robability
samples, or ask whether a sample estimate differs in a statistically

`significant manner from some assumed population value.' In the case of
confidence intervalsone can obtain a formal assessment of how much

"wiggle" there is likely to be in:one's sample estimates. In the case of
significance tests, one can reach a decision about whether a sample

statistic (e.g., a mean reading score) differs
. froM,Sonie assumed value

in the population. For example, if the mean reading score from a random
'sample vettudenti differs 'from some nationalnorm, one can determine if
'the gisparitieS represent statistically significant differences.

A second kind of..,chince fattor stems from the process by which

experimental subjects may be assigned to experimental-and.control groups:
FOr example, it may turnout that the assignment process yields an

experimental group that on the average contains brighter students than

the control group. As iuggtsted earlier, this may confound any genuine

treatment effects with priori, differences between experimentals and

controls; here the. impact of some positive treatment such as self-paced

instruction will be artifactually enhanced because, the experimentals

were already performing better than the controls.

Much as in the case of random sampling, when the assignment is

undertaken with probability procedures, the role of chance factors can

betaken into account. In particular, it i's possible to determine the
likelihood that outcome differences between experimentals and controls

are statistically significant. If the disparities are statistically

significant, Chancejthrough the assignment-process) is eliminated as an

exprariatfon, and the evaluator can then begin making substantive sense



of the results.' If the process by which some units get the treatment

and.others do not is not a random process, one risks a "sample selection"

bias thatcannOt bq assessed with statistical inferente. It is.also

possible to place confidence intervals around estimates A the treatment

effect(s) which are usually couched as differences between the means on:

one or more outcome'measures when the experimentals are tompared to the

controls. Again, an estimate of the "wigglq." is produced; in this case
_

the "wiggle" refers to estimates of the experimental - control outcome

differences.

A third.kindof chance factor has nothing to do'with research design

interventions, undertaken by the researcher (i.e., random sampling or

randomLAssignment). Ratheti it surfaceeeven-if-a'given population of

'interest is studied and noassigOgn4process is undertaken:. In brief,.

if onelproceeds with the assumptlntbat whatever the educational processes

at wort thete will be fortes th4 have no systematic impact on obtcomes

of Interest. Typically, these'are viewed as a large number of small-,

random perturbations that oq the average cancel out. For example,

performance, on a reading test may be affected by a child's.mood, the

amount of sleep gotten on the previousnight, the quality of7the morning's

breakfast, a recent quarrel with a sibling, distraction's in theTobm

where the test is taken, anxiety about the test's consequences and the

like. While these each introduce small mountsof variation in a child's

performance,' their aggreg4te impact is taken to be zero on the average. .

(1.e., their expected valuels zero). Yet since the aggregate impact is

only zero on the average, the performance of particular students on

Particu*r days will_ be altered. Thus, there will be ChanceiVariation

performance'thate,Opeds to be taken into accoun: And as before one can-

apply tests of statistical Infetence or confidence. intervals.,.One can

still ask, for.exaiple, if some observed difference between experimentals

andcantrol is lar4er'ihan.*might be expected from these chanCe factors
. A

and/or estimate the"Niggle in experimental-control disparities.

It is.imporfant-to stress the statistical conclusion validity.

speaks to the quality of inferential methotis lipplied'and not to whether

some result is statistically significant. Statistical conclusion validity

. 10



,
may i.)e high'or.lotvindependent af judgments, about statistical significance:

(For amore thorough discussion of these and other issues of statistical

inference in evaluation 'iesearch gee Berk & Brewer, 1978.)
.

In summary, evaluetion:rescarch'involveS a number of questions

linked to different lieges in,a program's life history. Appropriate

evaluation tools must be selected with such stages in mind and, in

.-,addition, against the four criteVia-just'discussed. .In other words, at

each stage-one or more polity relevint questions May be raised. Then,

evaluation procedures should be seletted.with an eye to their relative,

strengths and weaknesses with respect to: measurement quality, an

`ability to.weigh 'alternative causal explanations, the prospects for

generalizing, and their capabilities for assessing the role of chance.

In the next few pages the general issues lust raised will be

addretsed in more depth. However, before proceeding, it also

important to notethit in, the "real world" of evaluation research, even

when an ideal marriage is made between the evaluation questions'being-

posed and' theempirical techniques-to, be employed, practical constraints

mey, interVene. .That,ts,questions.of cost, timeliness, political fees-
.

ibility and other difficulties.may prevent the` ideal #roinlicingreallied..

This in turn will:require the development of a ''Second best" evaluation

package.(ar...even third best), more attuned to what: ii possible in -

practice. On the other hand, practical constraints do not in any way

validate a dismissal of.technical concerns;If anything, technical

.concerns become even more salient-when less desirable evaluation

protedurei'are,emploYed.-

POLICY ISSUES AND CORRESPONDING EVALUATION STRATEGIES

This section will, consider each Of the major policy and programH

questions in turn and will identify the appropriate evaluation research

strategies that are bett fitted to provide answers to eachaof the policy

questions:

11
. 1 °/-
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I.. Policy Formation and ProoraMADesi*Issues

We first consider policy questions that arise in the policy

formation and program design stage. Policy changes presumably arise nut

of dissatisfaction with existing policy, existing programs, or out

of the realization that a problem exists for which a new policy may

be an appropriate policy remedy. The in'fOrmation needed by polity

makerfand administrators is that which would make the Olicy and

accompanying programs relevant to the problem as identified and

efficacious in providing at least relief from some of the problem's

burdens. It is important to stress that defining a "social problem" is

ultimately a political procesi whose outcomes are not amply'an assess7

.ment of available information. Thus, while it would be hard to argue

againstprovtding the. best possible data on potential area of need,

-there is no necessary correspondence between patterhs in those'dataand

what eventually Surfaces'es a subject of concern. (See for example;

Berk &Rossi, 1976, fora morelhorough discussion.)
. .

As indicated earlier, we do not mean to
vt

imply by the organization

of thistectioa,lhatolicy makera'alwayi ask each of theAuestions

raised in the order ihOWn.... :The ipiestion$,are-arranged from the more

general' to the more.sOeCifiC,:butlhat iSehbrder WOive-impoiecr:

and:it not intended td typical sequences br.even

adesCriOtionof, any sequence. Indeed,.Ofteh:inolighi for eXaMOlei:

research that uncovers the,eXtentlind depth of a. social prOblem may
,

spark the need for OoliCy change, rather than vice versa, as May'appear

to be:implied.16,this section'.

Whereistile Problem and Now Much? The.NeedsAsiessMentAoestion

. These are questionathat seek to understand the and

extent of a. givenproblem.: Thus, lt.is:ohe thingto.:reCognize that.

some Chl!dren are learntagjt(a.rate,thatis too slow tOallOw them

leave .mentary school s. sufficientliorepared forhighjehOol,ana it

Is Ouite:another:to kno0hat'thia probleM is more'characteristfc'of

por4hildren and of minorities and more frequently encountered'in

inner city schools. Jt±does nottakeMprithan a YewInstandes of
, tr,

'slew learning to document thatlt learning problem eXists,To4trovide



sufficient information about the numbers of children who are in that
deprGed condition and to identify specific school systems with heavy
concentrations Of such children is"quite-another task., Similar questions
arise with respect, to other conditions that constitute the recognized
social , problems of our .times,. the distribution of quality medical.
care, adequate housing, and so on.

There are numerous examples of needs assessments that might be
cited. Indeed, the monthly measurement'of the labor force is perhaps
the most extensive effort at needs, assessment, providing a monthly
estimate of unemployment and its distribution structurally and areally.
Tho Office of. Economic Opportunities 1968 Survey of Economic Optiortunity -

was 'designed to provide a finer grained assessment of the extent. and
distribution of poverty in urban areas than was gavailable through the
decennial Censiis. .The.Coleman et al. (.1967) report of educational
opportunity was mandated by Congress to provide an assessment of how
educational services and facilities were distributed among the poor.

The number of local needs assessments covering s'ingle.munictpalities,
town or. counties done every year must now mount-to the 'thousands. The

Community Mental Health legislation calls for such researches to be
undertaken periodicilly. Social impact statelbents to beoprepared in
advance ofIlarge scale al terations in the envi ronment Often' cal 1 for
estimates-. of the numbers of persons or households to by affected or
to be served.' The quality of' such local assessments varies widely and ,

is most likely on the avert*. quite poor. The problem in attaining
high quality needs assessments lies in the fact that the measurement

.of social problems of the more subtle variety (e.gi, mental health)
is quite difficult and the surveying methods that need to..be employed
are often beyond the reach of the talents and fundiavailable.

It should be noted that the research effort involved in providing
answers to the needs assessment question, can be as inexpensive as copying:
relevant information from printed volumes of the U.S. Censas. to several
years effort involving. the design, fielding and analysis of a large



scale sample survey. Moreover, needs assessments do not have to be
undertaken solely with quantitative techniques. Ethnographic research

may also be instructive, -especially in getting detailed knoWledge of
the specific nature of the needs in question. For exaMple; the develop-
ment of vocational training prbgrams in secondary schools should respond ,

-to an-underitanding of precisely what sorts of job related skills are
licking in some.target population. PerhaPS the real 'need has more to

do with 'how one finds a job commensurate with.. one's abilities than
with an overall lack of skills per se (Liebow, 1964). On the other
hand; when the time comes to assess the extent of the problem, there,
is .no substitute for formal quantitative procedures. Stated a bit

crudely, ethnographic procedures are likely to .be especially effective
in determining the liature.of the need. Quantitative- procedures are,
however, essential 'when the, extent of the' need is considered.

While needs assessment research. is ordinarily tndertaken for
the- primary mission of developingoaccurate estimatesof theamounts
and distribution of a 'given problem; and hence is intended to.,-be
descriptfve, 'Often enough such-research also can yield some understanding,
'of the processes -intiolved in the generationoof the pfoblem in question
For example, a search 'forts information on how -many high school students

-study a:non-English language'may bring :to light thefact that many
school's do not o'fferpsuch courses and hence that part of 'the problem
is viat,un,fyersally.availzitili opportunities-to learn foreign ranguages.

k
may not egipt'e\- Or, the fact that many primary school children of low
socioeconomic backgrounds appear to be ti red `'and -listless class may
be associated with a finding that fei:isuch children ate anything at all
for breakfastbefore coming to school. A program that provided in-
school breakfast feeding of -poor-children may be suggested by "the
findings of this 'needs -'assessment.

Particularly important for uncovering proceis inforinatiOn of.
this sort. are carefully and 'sensitively conducted "ethnographic studies.
Thus ethnographic studies of disciPlinary Problems within high schools

4



may be able to point out promising leads as to why some schools haVe
°fewer disciplinary problems than others i0 addition-to providing some
.indication of .hoW widespread are problenis associated-withdtscipline..
The findings on why schools differ might serve to suggest useful ways
in which new programs could be designed that would help to bring all
schools into line with those that are currently better .at' handling.
discipline issues.

Can We Do Anything About a Problem? Policy Oriented General Research
-Knowing a lot about the distribution and extent of a problem

. does not by itself lead automatically to programs that can help to
ameliorate that problem. In order to design programs we have to, call
upon two sorts of knowledge:, first of all, basic social 'science under-
standing of a problem helps to point out theleverage points that may
be used to :change, the :distrtbution and,extont:of 'a problem. Secondly,
.we need to -knot:, something aboht theinstitutional arrangeMents that
are implicated/in a probl ewSo that workable ?to i ci es` Programs
can be designed. For, example, .ourbasic understanding of how students
learn might suggest that lengthenitig theschool day wquld:be'ail:effec-
tiVe war/Of increasing the rate of learhinO of Certain skips Noisiever,
ih constructing peogram, we:, would haVe to take into account the:fact:
that/the lengthening of the school day is a matter that would concern
teachersand their organizations as .well as facto ^s involving. the

takacity.of schools to .do so, other persons involved,_ including parents
/ and school infrkstructu,

etc. ,

Another example' may 'Filo to illustrate how complex are the problems
.

that ,arise in,the design of appropriate 'programs. To know that there.
-exist learning disabilities among schOol children by itself does not
suggest what would be an appropitaie policy respanti. To _construct a.

policy response that has a chance to ameliorate educational problems,
typically means that there are some valid theories about how. sUch :

problems-irise and/or how such problems could be reduced. TvOursue the
learning disabilities question further, an appropriate set of knowledge



useful to policy formation would be theories that link learning disabil-

ities to school experiences. Note that it is :not crucial that learning

disabilities be created by school experiences but only that school

experiences influence to some. appreciAble degree the development,of

learning disabilities. There is little that policy can do (at least

in the-short run) about those "causes" of learning- disabilities which

have their roots in factors that are traditionally thought to be outside

the sphere of policy relevance. Hence; knowledge about the role of

family relationships in learning disabilities is not polfey-relevant

(at present) because it concerns causes-with whith the policy sphere

has traditionally not concerned itself. In contrast, -research and

knowledge dealing with the effects of schools, teachers, educational

faCilities and the like are currently.policy relevant because social

policy has been directed towards changing schools, the supply/of educa-

tional facilities, the quality of teachers and similar issues..

conceptionof policy relevant research is one that causes

considerable misunderstanding concerning the relationships..between

basit applied social researCh. A policy oriented research is one that

tries to model how policy;changes can affect; the Rhenomenon in question.

Knowledge abOtit the phenomenon AL se:--the province'rovi nce of basic jdiscipl i nary

concernsmay be iMportant to understand"hOw policy; might be changed

to alter the course of the sOciarproblem in question, but such basic

research often does not. For example, laboratory studies, of learning

'proceises orof the development of aggression in persons may not be

at all useful to educational policy makers or to criminal justice

officials. Perhaps the'clearest Way to put the dffference is that

policioriented and basic research are not contradictory or in conflict

with eactrother but that in addition to understanding processes, policy,

oriented research must also be concerned with the connections betWeen.

the phenomenon and how policies and programs may affect the phenomenon

in question.

In addition, to construct a Rrograz that is likely to be adopted

by an organization, we need to have intimate knowledge of what motivates

such systems to. oban'ge and adopt new procedures. Like other large scale
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organizations, schools, faCtories, social agencies and the like are

resistant to change, especially'when the changes do'not Involve corres-

ponding changes in reward systeMs. For example, an educational program

that is likely to work is one that provides positive incentives for

school sysieMs and individual teachers to support and adopt the changes

in learning practices embodied in the program.

Inadequate attention_to_the_organizational contexts of programs

is one of the more frequent sources of program implementation failure.

Mandating that a particular program be delivered by an tgency that is

insufficiently motivated to do so, is poorly prepared to do so, and

has personnel that do not have the skills to do so is a sure recipe

for degraded and weakened interventions. Indeed; sometimes no programs

at all are delivered under such circumstances (Rossi, 1978).

Answers to the quesif6 "Can weAo anything about the problem?"

can come from dvariety,of sources. Existing basic., research

(whatever the method) aimed it- understanding general educational, processes

-are one source, althoUgh mastering "thin diverse teChmAlliteriture

is often difficult. Commissioned review papers may bi.an easy Way
. _

to bring together in a pre-di4ested form the set of relevant existing
.

basic research findings.

It should'be noted that bisic research tsoften,n6i utefifl to

policy needs beciUse policY,releyant concerns haY0ot been directly

addressed in the researCh. -For example, studies of:Crdren who -are

disciplinary problems in schoolsmay stress understanding the links

between the faMilY situations of the children and their behavior. But,

for policy andprogrammatic:purposes, itwould.be considerably more

useful .if the.researchers had spent their time studying how disciplinary

systems within schooli affect the.rates.at which'disciplinary probleMS

appeared within. schools. Policy mutable variables (those that'can be
.

changed by policy) often tend to be slighted in basic research since ,

policy is ordinarily only a.small-cOntributor to the total ,causal system

that gIves.riselo a prAlem.

General research consciously linked to the role that schools and

the educational system generally play in learning and other behavior
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may be the best answer to policy needs. Such research would pay special

attention to policy mutable conditions of individual behayior. Policy

relevant general research may take a variety of forms, ranging all the

way from systematic observational studies of school children to care-

fully controlled randomized experimenti that systematically vary the
;

icipcKfpolicy re)eyant experiences o ldren. Without slighting basic

research support, it show 'be emphasized that fostering such policy

relevant' general research needs special grant and contract research

programs with review personnel that are familiar With whats policy

)relevant. It should be noted further that policy` relevant general

research should beaccomplishedwith greater care and with more careful

. attention to problems of internal, external and construct validity

precisely because of the importance that such research may have fh,the

formation of policy and the design of programs.

Will Some Particular program Work? a

When some partqdlar-program has been identified that appears to

be sensible according to current. basic knowledge in the field,.then

the next step is to see whether It is effective.enOugh to be worth

developing into a program. It is at this point that we recommend the

use of randomized controlled experiments in which the candidate programs

are tested. Such research ls extremely powerful in detecting program*
-effect's, because randomly allocating persons (or,other units, e.g.,

classes). to an experimental group (to which the tesVd program is

administered) onto a control grouv(from whom the'program is withheld)

assures that all the factors,that ordinarily affect the educational

process in quistioh are on the average distributed identically among

those who receive the progrbm compared to those who do snot. Therefore,

,randomization on the average eliminates causal processes that may be

confounded with the educational intervention and hence enormously

enhahces internal validity. That is; the problem of spurious ipterOry-

tations can be quite effectively addressed.'

We advocate the use of randomized experiments at this stage in the-.

,development of a program bothbetause they-are powerful, in the sense

ti



used above, and also because a potentially useful program ought to
have the best chance of working when administered a program that
is run,by dedicated researchers. .However, this commitment in no way
undermines the coMplementary potential of ethnographic studies, pakic-
ularly to document Att. a particular intervention succeeds or fails.

Developmental expertments should be conducted ordinarily on aAi
relatively modest scale and are most useful to polity needs when they
test a set of alternativeprograms that are intended twachieve the
same effects. '.Thus', it woUld.be more useful for,anexperiment to:test
several ways ofameliorating learning disabilities since the end result
would be to proyide information on several possibly equally attractive
(pMori) methods of ameliofating that condition.

There.are many good examples of the field testing through randomized
experiments of promising programs. The five income maintenance experi-
ments were devised to tesf under varying conditions the impact of,
negative income tax plans as substitutes for existing

,*

welfare programi
(Kershaw.&,Fair,, 1976; Rossi & LYali,1976). .The Department'of
Labor tested.the,extension of,uneMployment benefit coverage to prisoners
released fromCstate prisons in a small randomized experiment conducted
in Baltimore (Lenihan, 1976).Ranclomiked experiments have also been
used to test out national health 4nsurance plans and direct cash substdies
for housing to poor families. At issue in most of the randomized experi-
ments.were whether the proposed programs would produce the effects -

intended and whether, undesirable sideeffects could be kept at' 'a minimum.
Thus the Department of Labor LIFE experiment (Lenihan, 1976) Was deiiiined
to see' whether released felons would be aided to adjust to civilian k'

life through Increased employment and lowered arrest rates..

Can Agencies .Deliver ab Effective Program? ,Field Tetin9 the Program
Once an effective treatmek-has been isoiated,lhe next question

that can be raised fs whether a program incorporating the, treatment'
can be administered through governmeiLagencies. Implemantapon of
programs is always somewhat an open.q3stion. Agenciei are no different
from other organizations in resisting changes that are unfamiliar and



perhaps threatening. Interventions that work well with dedicated researchers

administering them often fail when left to less skillful and less dedicated

persons;'as one might find in federal, state or local agencies. Hence,

it is necessary to test whether agenciescan deliver interventions at

the proper dosage levels and without significant distortions. 'Randomized

controlled experiMents, as described above, are again an extremely

'powerful tool and appropriately designed randomized' experiments should .

compare several modes of delivery to be tested:

Such field testing has been undertaken in a systematic way in a

number, of human services areas. For example, the Department of Housing

and Urban Development commissioned ten Cities to carry out.demonstrations

of housing allowance programs in order to test how best to administer

such programs, lea'ving it to each city housing agency to set -up its

housing- allowancoprogram within thn broad limits of specified payment

levels asd rules for client eligih ity. Following up onthe LIFE.

experiment noted above, the TARP iments funded by the Department of.
4 0

'Libor provide another example: TwL s tes were chosen to run a prograM

which provided eligibility for unemployment ,benefits toPersont released

fram those.states) _prisons. Each state ran the program as a randomized'

experiment with.paMents provided through the Employment Security Agency

of each stat -(Rossi, Berk, & Lenihan, 1980).
e

A specia.r.role at, this stage can be played by process research

activities which employ specially sensitive and observant researchers

in close Contact with the field testing sites. Observations collected

by such researchers may be extremely useful in understanding' the

specific concrete'processes that either impede or fiCiliiati the working.

of the program. Again, ethnographic accounts can be extremely instructive

in addressing the "whys."

II. AccOuntabiiltyHEvaluatton

Once.a progranj has been enacted and, is funftionibg, one of the

main questions-thlt-iS askedconcernsmtether or not the program

inplaCe appropriately. .Here the issues are not sO much - whether the
.

4
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program is achieving its intended effects, but whether the program
is simply running in ways that are appropriate and whethe&problems =-

have arisen in the field to which answers need to be given. Programs
often have to be fine-tuned in the first few years or so of operation.

Is the Program Reaching the-Appropriate Schools and Children?

Achieaing.appropriate coverage of beneficiaries is often problem-
atic. Sometimes a program may simply be designed inadvertently so

-as to be unable to reach and
serve significant portions of. the total

lintended beneficiary population. For example, a.program'designed to
,

provide.food subsidies to children who spend, their days in child care
facilities, may fail to reach a large proportion of suchrchildren if
regulations exclude child,cae facilitiesthat are serving fewer than
five children. A very large proportion of-children who are cared for
during the day outside their own households are cared for.by women
who.take in a few children into their homes (Abt Associates, 1979).

Experience with social programs over the past two decades has
shoin that there are few, if any, programs that achieve full coverage
or-near full coverage of intended beneficiaries, especially, where

coverage depends on'positive action's on the part Of beneficiaries.. Thus
not all persons who are eligible for Social Security payments actually
apply lorthem,.estimates range up to 15% 0011( eligible beneficiaries.
Still others may not be reached because facilities for delivering the
services,involved are Mt accessible to them. And so on.

Although a thorciugh needs assessment of child care problems, would
have,brought to light the fact that so large a proportion of child
care was furnished by;small icale'vendors, and hence should have been
taken into account in drawing up administrative regulations,'such
might not have been ,the case. In addition, atterns of the problem
might change over time, sometimes in respor?se to the existence.of
program. Hence there is some need to review:ft utime to time how many
of the intended beneficiaries are being .covered by a:program..

There is also another side to the -coveugeproblem. Programs may
.

cover and extend benefits to persons or organizations that were not
intenakd to be served. Such unwanted coverage may be, impossible to
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avoid because of the ways in which the program is delivered. For

example, while Sesame Street was designed primarily to'reach disadvan -.

taged children:it also turned out to be attractiveto advantaged .

children and many adults. There is no way that one can keep people from

viewing a television program once broadcast (nor is it entirely

desirable to do so in this casel' and hence-a successful TV program

designed to reach'some children may reach them but also many others

(Cook, et al.; 1975).

While the unwanted viewers of. Sesame Street are reached at no

additional costs, there are times when the "unwanted" coverage may turn

out to severely drain program resources. For -example, while Congress

may have desired to provide educational experiences to returning veterans

through the GI Bill and its successors, it was not clear whether Congress

had in ,mind the subsidization of the many new, proprietary educational-
.

enterprises that came into being-primarily to supply "vocational"

"education to eligible veterans'. Or, in the case of the bilingual

education program, many primarily.English speaking children were found
..

to be program beneficiaries;

Studies designed to measure coverage aresimilar in-principle to

those discussed under."Needs Assessment".studies earlier: In additiOn,

overcpverage may be studied as a problem through program administrative

records. Undercoverage, however, often involves in many cases

commissioning special surveys.
bs

Are Appropriate Benefits'Being Delivered? "ProIram7Integrft search

When program services depend heavily on the ability of many agencies

to recruit and train appropriate personnel or to retrain existing personnel

or to undertake significant changes in standard .operating procedures, it

is sometimes problematic whether.a program will always manage to deliver'

to beneficiaries what had been intended. For many reasons the issue of

program integrity often becomes a critical, one that-may require additional

fine-tuning of basic legislation.6r-of administrative regulations.

Several examples may highlight the importanceo.(this issue of.

educational programs. While funds may be provided for school systems

.to upgrade their audio,visual equipmOnt, and schools may_purchase them,
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it is often the case that such equipment goes unused either because
there are no persons trainet,to.use the equipment or because audio-
visual materials are not availablerlRossi & Biddle, 1966). Or a
new curriculum may be designed and.made

available to schools, but, few
schools are able to use the curriculum because teachers find the curric-
ulum to difficult to use.

In other cases, the right services are being delivered but at a
, level that is too low to make a significant impact On beneficiaries.
'Thus a supplementary reading instruction program that means an additidnal

forty minutes per week of reading instruction may not be.deliliered at
sufficient strength and quantity teMake'any difference in reading

'progress.

Evaluation resegrch designed to measure what is being delivered

mai,,,be.designed easily or may involve measurement problems tonsider-'
able:complexity.. Thus it may be =very easy to learn from schools how
many hours per week their audio-visual equipment isused,-but very
414icult to learn what is precisely going.on inside-a classroom when
teachers attempt to use-a newteaching method,. where the program implies
changes in teaching methods, classroom organization'or qther services
that are highly dependent on persons for delivery. Measurement that
would require direct observatiOn of classroom activity may turn out to
be very expeniive to implement on a large'scale.

Often for purposes of fine-tuning a program, it may not be
._necessary to proceed on a mass scale in.doing-research. Thus, it may not
-mat,terwhether a particular'problem in implementing a Program occurs
frequently or infrequently, since if it occurs'at all it is not desirable.
Hence for program fine-tuning

small'scale qualitative obiervational studies
may, be' most fruitfyl.

. Programs that depend heavily on personnel for delivery and/or
which involve complicated prograMs-and/or which call for indiviSualized
.treatments for beneficiaries are especially good.candidates,ldr careful,

and seKtitive'fine-tuning research. Each of the characteristics enumerated
in the-previous sentence are'o'nes that'facilitite difficulties in
appropriate implementation. In effect, this statement means that
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personalized human services that are compliCated are-problematic in
,

'motivating personnel to deliver the services appropriately and skillfully;

OP
Are Program Funds Being Used'Appropriately? 'Fiscal Accountability

The accounting profession has been in operation considerably

longer-than has program evaluation. Hence procedures for determining

whether or not program funds have been used responsibly.and as intended

are well established and hence are Ogt problematic//.. However, it should

be borne in mind that fiscal accountability measurements cannot

substitute for thestudies- mentioned above. The fact that funds appear

to be used as intended in an accounting sense may not mean that program
. _

services are being delivered as intended, in the sense discussed above.

The conventional accounting categories used in a fiscal audit are,

ordinarily sufficient to detect, say fraudulent expenditure patterns,

but may be insufficiently sensitive-to detect whether services are .

being delivered in the requisite level of substantive integrity.

It is also important to keep in mind that the definition of costs

under accounting principles differs froM the definition of costs used

by economists. For accountants, a cost reflects conventional bookkeeping

-entries such'as out-of-pocket expenses, historical costs (i.e., what

the purchase price of some item was), depreciation and the like. Basically,

accountants focus on the value of current stocks of capital goods and

inventories of products coupled, with "cash flow" concerns. When the

question is whether program funds are being appropriately spent, the

accountant's definition will suffice. However, economists stress

opportunity costs defined n terms of what is given up when resources

are allocated to particular purposes. More specifically, opportunity

costs reflect the next best use to which the resources could be put..

For example, the opportunity cost of raising teachers' salaries by 10%

maybe the necessity of foregoing the purCNise of.a newset-of textbooks.

While opportunity costs may not be espeOially important from a cost -

accounting point of view, opportunity costs become critical when cost-

effectiveness or benefit-costanalyses of programs are undertaken. We

will have more to say about these issues later.
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III, Program Assessment Evaluation

The evaluation tasks discussed under accountability studies are,

directed mainly to questions dealing with how well a program is running.

Whether or not'a program is effective is a different issue, to which

'answers are not easily provided. Essentially, the question asks whether

or not a program achieves its goals over and above what would be expected.

about the program.

Many evaluators that the effectiveness question is

quintessentially evaluation. Indeed, thereis some,justification for
that position since effectiveness assessment is certainly more difficult'

to accomplish, requiring higher levels of skills and ingenuity than

any of the preViOutly discussed evaluation activities. However, there
is not justification-for interpreting every evaluation task as calling

for effectiveness assessments, as apparently some evaluatbrs have done

in the, past, aided in their misinterpretation by imprecise requests

for help from policy makers and administrators.

Can Effectiveness. of a Program be Estimated? 'The Evaluability Question

A program that has gone through ,the stages described earlier in

this chapter should-provide few obstacles to eValuation:for effective-

ness in.iccomplishingits goals. But there areiMany human,services

programs that present problems for'effectiveness,studies because one

',Awe of several criteria for evaluation:arObsent. Perhaps the

t important criterion, one which is frequently-ibsenti'is the
lac f well, formulated goals. or objectives for the program. for
exampl

\,,

a program that. is designed to raise the level oflearning

Among certain gtOtips of school children through the provision of per

capita payMents to sch6Ols for thepurpote-ls not evaluable for its

effectivenest without considerabli-fOrther:OicifiCation of goals.

RaiSing the level of learning asargoalllas to be specified further to

thdiCate what is meant by uleyels4and the:kinds Of. learning achieve...

ments that are deemed relevant.

A second criteria Wthat the program in qtiestion 00401:spepified.
.

Thus a:program that is designed.tobmake social work agencies be:mOre
L



effective by encouraging innovations is also not evaluable as far as

effectiveness is concerned. First, the goals are not 'very well specified,
o

but neither are the means for.reaching goals. Innovation as a means

of reaching a goal is not a method, but A way of proceeding. Anything

new is an innovation and hence such a program may be encouraging the

temporary adoption'of a wide variety of specific techniques and, is

likely to vary widely from site"to site.

Finally, a programhii evaluable from an effectiveness point of

view only if it is possible to estimate in some way what is the expected

state of beneficiaries in the absence of the program. AS we'will

discuss below, the critical hurdle in effectiveness studies is to develop'

comparisons between beneficiaries that experience a program with those

who have not had such experiences,. Hence a Program that is universal

in its coverage and that has been going on for some period.of time cannot

be evaluated for effectiveness. For example, we cannot evaluate the

effectiveness -of the public School systems in the United States, because

it is notpoisible to make observations on)tmeriCans, cities; towns,

counties and states that do not (or recently have not had)-public school

systems.

. 'Filially effectiveness evaluations are the most 'difficult evaluation

tasks undertaken by evaluators, requiring the most highly trained

personnel for their' undertaking, and considerable sums ofsmoneyjor data

collection and'Analysis. FeW evaluation units have,ttie eXpertise and

ekperience to.design'and/or carry out effectiveness,evaluationi.

'EspecialTy rare are such capabilities on the State and local levels.

This ditcussion of effectivenesifivaluability is raised here

becauSe-we believe that often evaluators are asked to undertake:tasks

that are impossible or close to impossible. .Thus it is4nOt sensible

,for..policymakers or program managers.to tall for effectiveness

evaluation tole undertaken by all-state and lotAl evalUatiOn units, at

least at this stage.in the development of state and local capabilities:

Nor .does it make much sense to undertake large scale evaluations of

prograMs that have no nation-wide'unffOrm goals but are locally defined.
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penCe the evaluation of Title I or of Head Start and similar programs
should not be undertaken or. called for lightly, If at all.

Techniques have.beendeveloped (Wholey, 1977) to determine whether
or not a program is evaluable in the senses discussed above: Congress
and other decision makers may want to.commission such studies as.a
"first step rather than to assume that all programs can beeValUated.

Finally, it may be worth mentioning in passing that questions of
'evaluability have'in the past been used to justify "goalTfreeievalmation

methods (e.g., Scriven, 1972; Deutscher, 1977). The goal-free advocates
have Contended that since many of a program's aims,evelve over time,
the -"hypothetico-deductive" approach to impact assessment (Heilman, 1980)
is. at best incomplete and at worst misleading. In our vierrOinpact

assessment necessarily requires some set of:programioalS although,
whether they are stated in advance and/or evolve over time does have.
important implications for one's, research procedures. In particular,,
evolving.goals require far more flexible research designs land researchers).
In other words,,there cannot.be such a thing eve , ".goal free" impact
assessment. At the same time.,. we stf7elsed abOyi that there are
other important dimensi9ni to the evaluation enterprise in which goals
are far less central. For*caliiple a sensitive monitoring of 'program
activities can.proceed productivelY without any consideration of ultimate
goals. Thus, goal-free evaluation approaches can be extremely usefulas
long as ttie questions they can address are clearly understoo.d.

-

Did the.Program Work? The Effectiveness Question

As.discusted above, any assessment of whetheeor not a program
"worked" necessarily assumes that it is known what the program was
supposed, to accomplish. 'For a variety of reasons, enabling legislation

establishing programs may appear to set relatively vq§ue goals or'
objectives for the'pro"gram and it ls necessary. during the "design Om"
(as discussed above) to develop specific goali. Goals

5

for such-general
programs may be developed by program administrators through consideration
of social science theory', past research-and/or studieftof the problem



that the,program is supposed to ameliorate. Thus Title I was deiigned

to, enrich the educational experiences of disadvantaged children through

providing special funds to state and local school systems that have

relatively large proportions of disadvantaged children on'their rolls.

However, in order to 'accomplish this general (and too general) objective,

it was necessary in local school systems to develop specific programs

with'their own goals. Thds some goals or sets of objectives may be

developed as a program Ties"along (Chen & Rossi, 1980).

However goals may be ettaOlishid, the important point isthat

it is not possible to determine whether a Program worked without

developing a limited andispecific set Of criteria for establishing the

condition of "having worked.". For example,, it would lot have been

possible to develop an assessment of whether Sesame. Street "worked"

without.having decided tnat its goals were to foster reading and number

handling skills. Whether these goals existed, before the program was °

designed or whether they emerged after the prqgram was in operation is

less, important for our purooses'thin the fact that such goals existed.

Programi rarel, succeed or fail in absolute terms. Success or

failure is always relative to some, benchmark. Hence an answer to "Did

the program work?" requires a consideration of "compared to what?"

The' development of appropriate comparisons can.proceed along at

least threedimensions: comparisons across different subjects, comparisons

across different settings and comparisons across different titles. In

the first instance,.one might compare the performance of two sets ot

students in a given :.:Iass in a liven classroom period. In the.second-
,,

instance, one might compare the performance of the same set of students °.

.i,n two different classroom settings (necessarily at two different points

in time). In the third instance, one might compare the same.students

in the same classroom, but at idifferent-points in time.

As Figure 1.1 indicittes, it is also possible to mix and match these

three fundaMental dimensions to develop a wide.variety of comparison .

groups: For example Comparison group 2 (C
2
)* varies both the subjects

a.

*We have used the term comparison:grOup"'as.a general term to be

distingUished from the term "control. group." colitrol.groups are

cOmparison groups that have been'tonstructed bt.random assignment.



Figure 1.1

A TYPOLOGY FOR COMPARISON'GROUPS
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These two boxes, while logically possible, lead to comparison groupi
which make no sense substantivelyAln this context.



and the setting although the time is the same. Or, tomparison group 6

(C6) varies subjects, the setting and the time. However, with each

added dimenSion by which one or"more comparison groups differ from the

experimental group, the,number of threats to internal' validity necessarily

increases. For example, the use of comparison group 4 (different setting

and different time period) requires that assessment Of program impact

simultaneously take into account possible confounding-factors associated

with such things as differences in student baCkground and motivation and

sqch things as the "reactive" potential of different classroom enviro n-

ments. This in turn requires either an extensive data collection effort

to obtain measures on these confounding factors coupled with the applica-

tion of appropriate statistical adjustments (e.g., multiple regression

analysis), or the use of randomization and thus, true control groups.

Randomization, 'of course, will on the-average eliminate confounding

influences in the analysis of impact. On Irounds of analytic simplicity

alone,. it is easy to see why so many expositiOnS of impact assessment

strongly favor research designs based on random assignment. In addition,

it cannot be-overemphasized that.appropriate statistical adjustments

(in the absence of randomization) through multivariate statistical .

techniquei requirea number of assumptions that are almost impossible

to fully meet in practice:* For example, it is essential that measures

of all confounding influences be included in a formal model of the

program's impact, that their mathematical relationship to the outcome

be properly specified (e.g., a linear additive form versus,a multipli-

cative form), and that the confounding influences. be measured Without

error! Should any of these requirements be violated, One risks. serious

bias in any estimates of program impact.

At'the same time, however, random assignment is openimpractical

or even impossible. And even when random assignment is feasible, its

'advantages rest okrandomly assigning a relatively large number of

subjects. To'rPndomly assign only two schotrls to the experimental group

*There are some research designs which while not based on random assign-.
ment, do:readily alloW for unbiased estfthates'of.treatment effects
threUgh multivariatt statistical adjustments. See, for example, Barn9w,

Cain and Gdldberger. (1980). ".<



and only two schools to the control group, for example, will not allow

on the average equivalences between experimentals and controls to

materialize. ,Consequently, one is often forced to'attempt stathtical,

adjustments for initial, differences between experimental and comparison
subjects.

The use of multivariate statistical adjustments raises &Oast of

questions that' cannot be addressed in detail here. Suffice to say

that" despite the Views of some that anything that can go wrong, will

go,wrong, extensive,opractical. experience suggests a more optimistic '

conclusion.' Quite often, useful and reasonably accurate estimates of

program effects an-be obtained despite modest violations. of the required,

statistical assumptions. Moreover, available statistical technoldgy

evolving rapidly and many earlier problems nowhave feasible -solutions,

at least in principle. (For a review of some recent statistical develop:

ments in the context of criminal justice evaluation, see Berk, 1980.)

To consider,the usefulness of assessments not testing on random

assignment, consider a recent evaluation (Robertson, 1980) of the

effectiveness of driver education programi.in reducing accidents among
16 to 18 year olds.' The evaluator took advantage, of the fact that the

Connecticut legislature decided not to subsidize such 011ograms'Within

local school .systems. In response to this 'move, some school districts

dropped driver education out of' thetr high school curriculum and some

retained it Two sets-of comparisons were possible:' accident rates

for persons of, the appropriate age range ih the districts thatdropped

the program were computed before and afterlthe program was; dropped and

accident rates for the same age groups in the districts that retained

driver education'compared to the accident rates in districts that dropped

the driver educationrogram. It was found thit the accident rates

Significantly trooped in those distrtctstSatdropPed the program, a

finding that led to the interpretatiOr that the program increased

accidents because young people were led toobtain licenses earlier

than otherwise.

It Is sometimes possibleto either enhance or partially bypass

comparison group.problems by resorting. to 6ome.set of.external.criteria.



as a baseline. For example, it is common in studies of desegregation

or affirmative action programs to apply various measures of equity as

a "comparison group" (Baldus & Cole, 1977). Thus, an assessment of

whether schools in black neighborhoods are being funded at comparable

levels to schools in white neighborhoods, might apOly'the criterion,

that disparities in excess of plus or minus 5% in per pupil expenditures

indicate inequity and hence failure (Berk & Hartman, 1972). However,

the use of such external baseline; by themselves still leave open the

question of causal inference. It, may be difficult to determine if the

Program or some other set of factors produced the observed relationship

between outcomes of interest and the external metric.

It is also important to understand that distinguishing between

success and failure is not a clearcut decision since there are usually..

degrees of success or degrees of failure. 'While decision.makers May

have to make binary decisions whether, for example,:.to fund or not to

fund, the evidence proVided'on effectiveness usually consists of.state-

ments of degree which then have to be translated into binary terms by

'the decision Makers: Thus it may turnout that a program that succeeds

in raising the average level of reading by half a year more:than one

would-ordinarily expect to be reading gains, such a program may be less

successful' han one which his effectiveness estimates of a full year.
.

This quantitatiVe difference has to be translated into a.qualitative'

differencewhen the deCision to fund one rather than_the other program

comes into question.

In short, the construction of effectiveness evaluation studies is

a task that requires ;a considerable amount of skill. Hence such

effectiveness studies should be called for when there is sufficient

reason to. believe that the circumstances warrant such studies; as

mentioned earlier inithis chapter,, and on whether or not capability i

available in the unit responsible for the 'study.



Wes,the ?roam Worth It? TheAonomis Efficiency question

Given a program of proven effectiveness, the next question one

might reasonably, raise is whether the gpssitu of the programs

are justified by the gains achieved.* Or the same question might be

more narrowly raised in a comparative framework, ilProgram A more

"efficient",then Program 8, as alternative ways of achieving some

particular goal?

The main problem inmswering such questions centers around

establishing a yardstick for such' an assessment. For example, would.,

It be useful to think in terms of dollars spent for units'of achieve-

ment gained, in terms of students covered, or in terms of"cTasses or

schools that cone under the program,

The simplest way of answering eilicienc9 issues is to catku1ate

cost effectiYeness measures, dollars spent per Unit of output. Thus

in the case of the Sesame Street program, several cost effectiveness

measures were computed:

Dollars spent per child hour of viewing;

--Dollars spent per additional letter of,the alphabet learned.

Note tnat_the_lecond measure implies knowing the effectiyeness of ther
second

as established by an effectiveness evaluation. ,..

The most complicated mode of answering the efficiency question is

to conduct a full - fledged cove-benefit analysis in which all the costs

and benefits are computed, Relatively few full-fledged cost-benefit

analyses have been made of social programs because it is difficult.

n pribciple, it is possible to convert into dollars all the costsanci_.

put all the, costs and all the benefits into the same yardstick terms.

benefit's of a program. In practice it is rarely possible to do so

without semedisagreement'on the valuation placed, say on learning an

additionalletter orthe alphabet.

An additional problem with full-fledged benefit-cost analyses is -1

that they must consider the long, run consequences not only of the

program, but the long run consequences of the next best alternative

*Recall that opportunity costs address the foregone benefits of the
next best use of-the resources in question1Thomplon, 1980:65-74).

,



foregone, This immediately raises the question of "discounting;"' the

fact that resources invested today in some social program may produce

consequences over a large number of succeeding years that have to be

compared to the consequences from the next best alternative over a large

number of succeeding years, For example', a vocational program in inner

city high schools needs to address (among other things) the long run

impact of students' earnings over theiv lifetimes, This in turn requires

that the costs and benefits of the program and the next best alternative

be phrased in terms of today's dollars,, Without, going into the arcane

art of discounting, the problem is to figUre out what a reasonable rate

of return over the long run for current program investments and competing

alternatives might be. And, one can obtain widely varying assessments

depending on what rate of return is used (Thompson, 1980),

Evaluation in Evolution

The field of evaluation research is scarcely out of its infancy as

a social scientific field of inquiry. The first large scale field

experiment% were started in the middle 60s, Concern for large scale

national evaluations of p6grams also had their origins in.t4War on

Poverty. 'The art of designing large scale implementation and monitoring

studies is'just now evolving. Concern with the validity statuses of

qualitative research has just begun. And so on.

Perhaps what is most important as a developing theme is the

importance of social science theOry for evaluation. It has become

'increasingly obvious that social policy is almost a blindthrashing about

for solutions. Guiding the formation of social policy through sensitive

andinnovative applications of general social science theory and empirical

knowledge is beginning tdoccur more andlmore. Thii development is

further enhanced by the increasingly held realization that errors in model

specification are errors in theory. Hence there is no good pOlicymithout

good understanding of the problem involved and of the role that policy'

can play. Nor is there any-good eValuationwitnout tileoretical guidance

in modelling policy effeCts:

\ 40
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CHAPTER '2

USES ANu'USERS OF EVALUATION

Marvin C. Alkin
University of California, Los Angeles

Introduction

Social scientists like to attribute rationality to the various aCti-'

vities conducted in social systems. Evaluation is one of those presumable

rational activities. Indeed, the presumption holds that avelUation's

rationality is attributed to its purposiveness--it serves auseful purpose.

It may be safely said that all evaluations serve a purpose perceived to

bejoeful to someone. An'evaluation might. be conducted simply to satisfy

legislative requirements,4dr to satisfy the illusion that the organization

is engaged In's,yStematic self-evaluation. In some quarters,each of these

is considered to be a useful purpose, or else they would moss certainly
.

mt,have been initiated.

Four types of situations haie been outlined (Alkin, 175) which do

not aiafevaluation at deciiion making: (1) window-dressing, (2) legal

requirements, (3) publicrelations, and (4) professional prestige. Window,

dressing evaluations seek justification of decisions_already made. Evalu-

ations commissioned simply to comply withlegal reouriponts often delfber-

aiely mole evaluations solely a pro forma exercise. Some evalistions are

commissidhed simply as'public relations gestures.where the intent is to

demonstrate the. objectivity of decision pokers. :Professibnil,prOtige is

designed to enhance individual reputations of the report-thmmissiOners as

innovators.

However, it is reasonable to argue that judgment of evaluation

rests not only on its serving a generalty,usefutopurpose, but on the ex-

tentii actually informs deciiion making--the mosthighly desired of

potentially, useful purposes. This point is well articulated by Weiss:

the basic rationale fore evaluatideqs that it provides
informatIon,for action. Its ,priMerY justification is that
it contributes to the rationalization df decision making.
Although it can serve such other functions' as knowledge-
building and theory-testing, unless, it gain,: serious hearing
when program decitions are made, it fails fn its major purpose.

- (1972; p. 318)



Unfortunately there is wide7spread disagreement as to whom evalu-

ation has proVided "inforMation for .action, br more broadly, whk

constitutes use. Furthermore., it is not clear who may be considered

."the users." In the%remalnder of this chapter, these two major issues will

be addressed with !ile'spect to,national evaluations in the Education

Department: who are the users? and what constitutes use?

The Users

For evaluations to be used, there must be someone to make use of them.

And, the nature of-these annulate users is dependent on the level at

which evaluation takes place. Using the focus on the current study,

national evaluations of education, as the bagls for further analysis, the

various categories of appropriatehusers will be examined. A second issue

to be considered is the interplay between those who commission evaluation

studies and .other potential users.

Categories of users. While,there are a number of ways to typify

user groups, for 'the'purposes of this chapter; the following category

'system' Will be, employed:* (1) Congress, (2) Education Department manage-

merit, (3) program manageMent, and (4) SSA and LEA management.

Although it may be fashionable to demean the use, of evaluation research

data by Congresi, it is nonetheless clear that Congress is in fact a

major user of evaluation research. 'Perhaps undue expectations of use pre-

vail and the failure to consider a particular written evaluation report 'r

in toto as part of the re-fu ing decision' might easily lead to the con-

clusion that evaluations a not used Nevertheless, there is little

question that the informat n from evaluation research filters _into the

system and is used over a pe iod of time. A study consisting of twenty-

six interviews with congressional staff members (Forio, 1980) provide

evidence that legislative aides identified student achievement scores

as the second most important types of information)tpext to the cost of

the program). This along with the data on use presented in the

U.S. Office of Education Annual Report, sd;gests strongly that Congress

does; in 'fact, use the results of evaluation research. A limited ,sampl ing_, _.

of the ways evaluation use takes place are as input for making funding

decisions with respect to the progral4 as input fer changing the scope



VS

of, the program; in attitude formation about the program for potential

future use.

Examples:. Changes in Title VII eligibility requirements
were made in. thee Education Amendments of 1978 following from
the OED "Evaluation of ESEA Title VII bilingual education
programs" 1974-1978; changes in Title I legislation-in 1978
were made based 6 part on a varietyof0ED studies and.in
particular on a congressionally requested and focused study
which was directed by PaUl-Hill of RAND Corporation.

A second category of user, tie upper level management of the new

Education Department, might appropriately employ'evaluation information in

a number of ways Withinthe,organizational structure. For example, eval

uation research information might contribute to judgments about the qual-

ity of a program, the leadership being provided by program management, the

scope of the program, or the appropriateness of the audience--to name4

but a few. It may also,provideinput for decisions about modifying

required rules Snd regulations to obtain better conformity to the in-

tended program strategies.
/

Examples: ,A 1976 evaluation of Title IV of the Civil Rights
. Act jasused as the basis for developing a set of twelve .0

detailed_ficommendations for policy changes. These were
reviewed by. the Commissioner of Education, and fin&l regu-.
lations incorporating the recomMendations were issued in

°JulY 1978; a 1978 evaluatido of the impact of,ESEA Title
VII had a.major,influence on decisions at the Department or
Office leVel. The OE Commisioner noted during the 1979
Senate Appropriations Hearings: ". . ,Senator, that study
was very significantly reated to some major moves we made.
The first Move we made was to change the director of that,
office. The second*move we made was to olio intetnal
audit that dealt with the staffing and,vro6ram procedures
in that office . e'.. Aore thn that', Secretary Califano
established an internal tracking procedure in which we to
report quarterly, Ire . [on] bilingual education to demonstrate
to him at least four times a year that"our'goals of increas-
in 'the number of deficient children-6 bilingual education
wa being met." ,

A arge cadre of program managers*within a government department are

clearly the recipients and users of evaluation research data Those, who
v

immediat ly come to mind manage the bulk of the programs charged with

administering funds under a variety of program categories to state edu-

cation agencies, local education agencies, universities, etc. Evaluation



research conducted for these people may provide an input for decisions

about needed program review techniques or additional program monitoring

which is required.

Examples: The 1979 report on "OED Uses of Evaluation Acti-
vities" provides several illustrations of program management
use of evaluation data: Evaluation of the National Diffusion
Network and related studies on school improvement have influ
enced strategies to place more emphasis on the quality of
implementatiori, fidelity of adoptions, and the impact of
the programs on learners in the adopter sites. A second .

example: Studies have been completed for Upward Bound,
Talent Search, and Special Services program for Disadvan-
taged tudents. As a result, evaluation findings have been
used in the writing and/or revision of regularities for the
UB, TS, and SSDS programs so as to improve award procedures,
overall program mangement, and monitorin4 and reporting'
procedures.

Another audience fOr nationally conducted evaluation research is

the management personnel at state education agencies (SEA) and local

education agencies (LEA)*. Results, of national evaluations are provided

to SEA and LEA officials, and it is anticipated that there will be SEA

and LEA users. Evaluation research data from nationally conducted eval-

uations may provide input for rating state or local education agencies

against other states or districts: Or, the evaluation research data

might be used for making judgments with respect to the delivery system

or instructional treatments used withtn the education agency.

Example: TitleJ is:generally provided as the prime example
of SEA and LEA evaluation use Employing a required set of
evaluation, procedures, enables State and Schooldistricts to
Makeitore infOrmed,CoMparisOnsof program outcomes ** Another
example of SEkevaluatiOn use is provided by the
orState plans,;' for: edudation. BaSed on.:the,eValuation
data,,OED reports; that,"well*Over half of them;
untirily proyidedArevisfOnt and/oradditionsAn order to
remedy weaknesses which,hid been-pointed out to them.

*In this paper we have only Considered "nationally conducted" evaluations,
and hot "nationally mandated" evaluations, such as the Title I evaluation
coonducted in the local school district. This orientation is in keeping
with the Congressional Mandate for this study.

isootclear, :however, Whether mandated employMent of the Title I
TIERS evaluation rep rting tystemris, in fact, an instance 'of "evaluation
use," Must first document that. these procedures Provide outcome, data
.which districts use rsdeCision'making?



Information needs:and"thelikelihood that evaluation will be used

are clearly related to a particular user's organizational role. Thus,'

pre-specification of the anticipated evaluation user is imperative.,

this section, the various possible usercategories have been indicated.*

But, the question remains--for a particular evaluation, who are the

individuals/audiences who are most likely to use the evaluation?

Evaluation report commissioners and secondary users. It has been

said that "he who pays-the piper, calls the tune." And, 'House (1972) has
,

written: "who sponsors and pays for the evaluation makes'a critical dif-

ference in the evaluation findings" (p. 409). The argument may be

extended to evaluationpusers: the source of the evalUation is an impor-

tant factor in considering the potential user audiences and the extent

of utilization.

The crucial distinction; however, isnot those-who fund the evalu-
.

ation per se, orwho pay the bill, but rather, those who hire the evalu-

ator, set the agenda, direct his actizoCe;e;cise control and oversight

on 'the evaluation, etc. It is convenient to refer to these persons as

"evaluation report commissioners." Evaluation report commissioners (ERCs)

set the,aintext of the evaluatiOn in terms of what is considered accep-'

table conient;owhat questions. are to be answered, and even:villichelements

of the agency fare to be subjekt to scrutiny. If the ERCs of a federal ,

Program ara,themselves program managers, then:the evaluation, will probably

focus on' prpcedural aspects, bases for program modification and improvement,

deficiencies of,SEAs and LEAs in implementing thefederally funded/Program.
,

Likewise,,evaluitors are likely, to be less than candid in their report

aboutmajor program characteristics, the quality of the program as a

whole, or the quality'of the 'program leadership. Partly, evaluators are,

in fact, sensitive to "who is calling the tune" (with political, overtones

of future employment.from the agency, etc.). Also, aside. from poll

tipal aspects, there.is simply the question of hOw the research agenda

is imited:- what are the allowable spheres, etc.

*In this paper we have only addressed organizationally related user groups.
Other user groups include "the public" or special interest groups, for
examples.
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To further illustrate the extent to which the evaluation report

commissioner is defined by "who controls the evaluation," and-not simply

by such matters as who_ forma fy lets the contract or pays the bills,

consider the follOwing exam le. The Title'I Sustaining Effects Study,

while formally contracted/by NIE'and housed as a contract within NIE,

was none the less mandated by Congess. Moreover' the legislation-allowed'

for frequent Interim consultation with a congressional committee to discuss.

the progress and course of the wialuations, and provided for direct'

* reporting of the evaluation results to Congress without approval by NIE

program heads. Even though the formal contracting occurred within NIE,

it is certainly,ippropriate to conceive of Congress (or at least the con-
/

gressional committee invol4ed) as the evaluation report commissioner: As

a side-light-ithis particular evaluation study is perhaps mostloften cited

as among "Ose most useful to Congress.
.

Therpore, it is importadt to consider how national evaluations are

commissioned in order to understand potential evaluation use Within the

Office/of Education'as previously constituted, evaluation activities were

commlisioned in at least three different locations. Some'evaluations were

ini/tiated, supervised, etc. in.the Office of theAssistant Secretary for

Planning and Eveluation; the.large bulk of the'evaluations were commis-
/

sioned through the Office of Evaluation and Dissemination;-and some eval-

/ uation report commissioners were to be found among the various programs of

' the Office of Education. Within the National Institute ofEducation,

evaluation reports were commissioned, by and large, at the Program level.

'Sometimes evaluations are intended by commissioners principally to

have'impact on secondary users. Department leadership might commission a

report to provide needed evidence about a progra Knowing; for example,

that congressional hearings will be shortly fortTcoming on a particular

program up _for renewal, the commissioned evaluation would very likely aim

primarily to provide information (hopefully positive) to congreSsional

Users. Moreover, secondary users might be found within the same depart-

ment, as' for; example, when an evaluation'is coMmissioned within'a program

already congressionally approved invorder to provide data to department

managers thatmight lead to Modifications in the program. Many other ex-

amples could be'provided of secondary user relationships%
,0
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However, not-all evaluations have anticipated or possible secondary

users. 'Sometimes the organizational role of the evaluation report commis-

sioner and the spheres of inquiry in'the.evaluation may limit its utility

primarily to ERCs. Tile development of an evaluation around questions pri-

marily of interest to evaluation reports commissioners who had progrims in

the Office of &,ducation may make the evaluation too limited in scope for

Congress as a potential secondary user. Or, by the same token, program

manager evaluation questions, may be too aggregated and national in focus

to be of use td.SEAs and LEAs. Furthermore, different user categories

may, by the nature Of the information they see, impose quite different

standards on appropriateness of evaluation methodology (e.g., .a program

manager may be quite satisfied with descriptive data as a source of infor-

mation for program change while Congress or Department leadership are

unwilling to accept data as convincing wkich does not employ anecperimen-

tal design.) Indeed, these qualifications Aould not be conztrued as

criticisms, for it may be impossible to develop evaluations that fully

meet thelMmation needs and acceptable standards of evaluation data

of a variety of users. , 41

The point is clear: the information required for users at one! level

may in fact preclude important data for other users. The Title I Evaluation

and Reporting System (TIERS) provides.an excellent example. In the attempt

to develop an evaluation system to satisfy the fnformation needs of,all

levels of users (from the classroom teacher tO Congress), it may be that

a system has been created that is not,totally appropriate to any users.

And, beyond the reporting istem, it becomes even moreobvious that the

development of Oevaluation report from TIERS data, of necessity, focuses

onone level of aggregation which diminishes the report's value to users

at other levels.,

To sum up, in considering pbtential users for evaluations, it is

importarit terexamine who the evaluation report commissioners are, and

the extent to which the evaluation has anticipated secondary users. The

various manageMent level's within the Office of Education as well as Con-

gress, SEAs and LEAs offer a wide varietyof evaluation report commis-
,

sionerS and anticipated secondary users.
O



Uses: What,Constitutes Utilization?

There is no-unified view of whether evaluatio have impact on what

constitutes evaluation use. One belief ,Well Oncumented in the literature,

contends that evaluations seldoni influence proarain decision making--and

countless articles reflecting this stance: bemoan the unlikelihood that

evaluation will ever break through the barriers and have real impact on

Orograms. Ah alternative point of view, only recently expressed ire the

literature, reaches quite a different conclusion: that evaluations do

already influence programs in important and useful ways.

The extent to which an individual propounds one or the other of these

viewpoints is largely dependent on the definition of utilization that he/she

employs. The group which decries the lack of use would undoubtedly employ.

a very restrictive definition which would require that a.single intended

user (typically the,ERC) make a specific decision immediately f011oWing

the receipt of an evaluation report and heavily (if not solely). based upon

the findings of that report. Alternatively, it would be easy to find

great evidence of uti` aFw with.a definition that encompasses any use

of anything from the evaluation for purposes brOadly conceived.

In our view, neither of ihese approaches ,to defining evaluation util-

ization is approOriate. Instead, they represent caricatures of defini\tions

.representing.opposite endsof a continuum of views on utilization. Neither

is workable; neither, is realistic. In the remainder of this section,

will examine a variety of views on evaluation use from the literature and

attempt to derivea more appropriate definition. c t \

Other researchers have added substantively to the deliberations abbut

a definition of eValuation utilization. Caplan, Morrison'and Stambaugh)

(1975) have said:. "utilization of knowledge . . . occurred whene

respondent was familiar with relwiant research andgave serious consider-

ation'to an attempt to apply that knowledge to some policy relevant issue"

(p. VII). Furthermore, these authors have contributed the concepts, of

"instrumental" and "conceptual" utilization to the literature of the fi

These concepts are further elaborated by references to instrumental use

as where,respondents cited and were able to document the specific way ip

which information was being used for decisionlnaking Ourposes., On the '



other hand, conceptual use refers to those instances in which a policy
, .

maker's thinking was influenced by the evaluation or a, policy maker planned

to use information in the future.

There is general acceptance for includipg both instruantal and

conceptual dimensions within a general definition of evaluation use. 'In.

an'examination of research on evaluation utilization, Conner. (1980) noted

that five of the six major studies employed a definition of utilization

which encompasses both instrumental and conceptual usage. (He concluded

that with this broadened definition, usage generally was found to be

high.) Knorr (1977) further extended this use category system by intro-

ducing"the notion of "symbolic" use. ,Pelz (1978) draws the dittinction

between three different types of-symbolic user use as a substitute for

a decision; use to legittmatea policy; and use to support a predeter-

minedposition. The first of these types of symbolic: -Use does not appear

to'.4an:actual use of the evaluation and moreover,/* been ditcusted

earlier in this Chapter (ai "window76:essinetand, t.ela-

tions evaluations). The latter two syMbolic/Use types appear to involve'

a common theMe7-substantiaing a previously/Made decision,or current point

of view.
'

Alkin,'0ailiakand White (1970-,,in their recent study, have attempted

to isolate the essential componentt;c4 utilization and present their defi

nition of uttlizOiorOn the form>Of a Guttman: facet design sentence. The

facets include:; (1) thelature/Ofthe elialUailok:rePort.-

commissibne4; (2) the nature4the use (e.g.,,cne of multiple InflUencet);'

(3)10e type bfuse le.g./4kingdecision); (4) and the topics of

(0.1 continuance of:a.,PrOgram coMponent). The notions of;

secondary and of instrumental and conceptUal uses

-appear to dnCOMpattedWithinthisdefinitiOn.-'.

More:.tecen,Weitt(1980) has proAdeOdditionailielaborationon a

theme preValent/in,theliterature:bY discussing the extent to whiff

eeiearch:oreValUatiOn information is utilized within systems primarily

on very gradual batesi oroVerlongAleriodt of time. The concept of

:knowledge creep " - -of incremental temporarily gradual use of eValuaticin

informait'iOn-4h4s alOtieeri distussed,,:.to some extent,:by Caplan et al.7

1951); Patton et al. (1975), Alkin et al. (1974), and Alkin et al. (1979



Drawing from these sources- -the prevalent literature in the field--
a definition of utilization is presented for purposes of this report.
The definition is in the form of a simple matrix depicting instances of
evaluation use, (See Table 2.1.) As seen in the table, the various
categories of evaluation use are fairly-ob.vious. Evaluation information
may be used: to substantiate,aprior decision, as input to acurrent
decision, or as part of general attitude4infOrmation.

The first and third of these categories are fairly self-descriptive.
The second requires additional clarification. Three subsets have been

described for the second category--"input to a current decision." First,
evaluation information may. be the primary basis for making a decision.
It probably is quite naive to expect that policy decisions will be made
based solely on evaluations; however, there are instances in which evaiu-
ation provides the primary information basis for policy action. Or,

evaluations become mingled with other data inputpersonal views of decision
makers, judgments of political difficulty, etc.--to determine a policy
decision. A third subcategory is perhaps difficult to distinguish from
the second rand indeed, may be the same)--evaluation as one thread in
the fabrit of cunulative inputs over "time. In this instance, perhaps
there have been prior evaluation retiorti in prior years.* Posiibly, the
evaluation information received in the current year is just that piece
of additional information which stimilates some incremental policy change*.
This is best, described by one'of the participants in a conference on -'

evaluation use in federal agencies.
The way in which evaluation contributeLiitfrough the CkineSe
water torture approach. Each study ads a little bit of infor-
mation, only a little bit, and after,a good many studies you

.begin to,feel it a little more and a little more . .

So in terms of the impact of e aluation on broad program
direction and policies it has that kind of cumulative effept,
and those who ask which study led to the termination of a par-
ticular ,program, just- don't u derstand either decision making
or evalation. Chel imslcy, 1976)

It May well be that this subcatego y is most pervasive andtincludes most( of the instances of documented evai uation LA for policy clecisionefilaking.
1
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Instead of attempting to provide examples for-each-ofthe cells of

the evaluation use matrix, several examples should provide sufficient

elaborafionto make the definition workable:

Example--Congress, as an Evaluation Report Commissioner,
uses Title I sustaining effects data along with the
results of Title I evaluations in,preiious years, the
views of constituents, and other testimony to refund
and make changes in the Title I program.

Example--The findings of OE studiesto identify effec-
tive projects in compensatory education was the pri-

. mary basis for the decision aso which of these
projects is to be included within the National Diffu-
sion Network.

Example--An evaluation of Title VII provided data which
was the primary input forthedecisisin by Congress as
an influenced secondary user to change the Title VII
eligibility requirements.

Summary

In, this papei various categories of users have been described `along

with the distinction between evaluation, eport commissioners and secondary

users. Furthermore, a matrix has been presented explaining conditions

-constituting evaluation "use. A conceptualization of evaluation users-and

evaluation usesuch as.this raises a host of procedural and politically:

related issues., It will be important to,reCognize the complicating.fac-

tors in the federal system which inhibit utilization and vary from this

conceptual schema. As already noted, the choice of.user audience carries

with it implications for the way in which the evaluation is to be conducted.

Furthermore, the choice of user and appropriate use hasimplications for

the organizational structure of evaluation services within a department:

-For instance, some organizations (e.g., centralized) are amenable to

satisfying one kind of user need (e.g., department management), but are

not at all conducive to others (e.g., program managers).
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CHAPTER 3

WHO CONTROLS EVALUATION?
. THE INTERORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITIES OF EVALUATION RESEARCH

. Robert K. Yin

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

HOW EVALUATION RESEARCH IS REALLY ORGANIZED

,. Evaluation research teams have perpetrated a myth about themselves:

that researchers alone control the quality, usefulness, and relevance

of an evaluation study. The myth is reflected in the common remedies given

for improving evaluation research. We are told that, if only°the

research was designed or conducted more carefully, the study might have

been better (e.g., Berryman and Glennan, 1978). More technically, this

advice is often translated into modified research designs, the search for

better measures of educational performance, and the recruitment of more

qualified.and experienced research personnel.

This myth has been amplified by most evaluation textbooks as well as

by the implicit norms of policymakers.. Among typical evaluation texts

(e.g., Rossi et al., 1979),.the scope of coverage includes concerns

about the research: its technical design and the ways of reducing threats

to reliable and valid findings. Very little is saidt'in most texts, about

the degree to whiCh the research team may or may not control these facets

of'the research; the issue is rarely even addressed. Similarly, among.

the implicit norms of policymakers, the ways of improving the, quality and 41

uttlizaticin of evaluation studies are assumed to be Matters pf research

techniques, Thus, for instance, the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO)

is charged With identifying improved-evaluation methods--the assumption

)eing that,such methods need ,only be iflplemented by researchers in order

For the state-of-the-art to improve (e.g., U.S. General Accbunting Office,

1978).

In'fact, the outcomes of evaluation research are not completely

:ontrolled by the research team. Instead, every evaluation study must
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be regarded as a complex interorganizational affair, involving at leadt

three parties:

A research team, ilsyally located in a university or an

independent reseafc4 organization;

The practitioners operating the action program being

evaluated, usually located in federal, state, or local

levels of government; and

The officials sponsoring or funding the !evaluation study,

often synonymous with the officials funding the action

program; and usually located in a federal agency.

For the purposes of further discussion, these three parties will be

considered the research-team, the action agency, and the sponsoring

agency. The purpose of the following paper is to show how all three

parties can be said to share the control over an evaluation study, and

thus how any'improvements in the quality or utilization of evaluation

research will require coordinated efforts - -and not just actions by the

research team.

A Contrast: Traditional Academic Research

Before discussing the'.cpm0exitylof evaluation research, the.

Present paper:should clarify the origins of the myth. these are

embedded in the traditionalorganqation of academic research; in which _

a research team does indeed work independently of the other two parties.

In traditional academic research, the research team generally

decides what to_stody and how the research should be conducted. In

some cases, the research may involve an action .sitee,g., a classroom,

a school administration, or a governmental program --from Aid dati

will be4collected. Howeifer, these action sites are seleCted by the

researchers on the basis ofthe intended,xesearch design, and the

participation of the action sites naturally depends on their willingness

to cooperate. _Often, a research team may be refuSed access to a par-,
ticular site. But when_access is granted, it is on the basis of a
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mutual and voluntary agreement between the research team and the action

agency. For this reason, the traditional model does rightfully focus
4 ,

on the primacy of the research team's role--there may be no action

site, or when,one exsists, the-action site's participaton is decided

on an individual basis and is not usually part of any broader pror,

grammatic context.

'Similarly, the role of the sponsoring' agency in traditional aci-

'4demic research is minimal. The sponsoring agency, often making a grant

award to the research team, takes no greater interestin the research

beyond some measure of administrative accountability and'research

success--usually taking the:form of nominal 'progress reports followed

by formal academic publications. In this part of the relationship, the

research team may actually know very little about the sponsoring agency's

bureaucratic environment and procedurei; knowledge of theie issues.is

further buffered by the university withinwhich the research team operates..

In the traditional-model.of doing research, then, the-research.

team does mainly control the research. The design of the research is

created and proposed by the researchers, the cooduct.of the study is

fully under their control, and any problems with.the quality or useful-

ness of the research can .be correctly attributed to-the skills of the

research investigators. For this reason, textboOks aimed at improving.

the research design ofvarioustoel of studies, or at developing better

instruments and measures, are appropriate vi&ys of improving the research.

The Inappropriateness of the. Traditional Model to Evaluation Resear/..h

This very situation, in which the research team is the prime and

generallyonly actor in the conduct of academic research, is inapplicable

to evaluation research. This conclusion is basedon four observations:

First, the research team must work with- a vfdiffe set of action

agencies. The designated action agencies-are, of course, thos6 involved

in the program being evaluated. However, their participation in the

research may not be voluntary, and whether they feel threatened by the

research team or not, considerable efforts must be madeduring the

conduct of the evaluation study- -to develop a workabh: relationship



between the research team and the action agency. More often than not,

this workable relationship is based on a set of quid pro quos, of which

the following are examples:

In return for access to agency documents, the research

team may have_to_coll eat-cartAi n-data-not-necessartly-relevant

to the evaluation study but needed by the action agency;

In return for using the action agency's facilities, the.

research team may have to use its computational facilities

to produce information for the action agency;

In return for the action agency's participation in the

study and review of the results, the research team may

havt;to-assist the action agency in preparing one of

ite proposals for federal funds; and

In return for using the time of the action agency's

staff,- the research.teaM may have to provide technical assis-
.

tance,.of an informal, nature, to the action agency.
A

As any evaluatiOn researcher knows, this list can be quite long. More

important, the Success of the research has become increasingly dependent

upon the workability of.thiS relationship..

Second, the sponsoring ,agency often plbys a major role i;i'setting

the conditions for, doing the. research. There are sitrtions where

research teams do initiate their own evaluation studies (e.g., see the

studies reviermi by.Bernsteili and Freeman, 1975): However, in most

large-scale evaluations in education, the studies are "procured" by

the sponsoring agency (Sharp, 1980).. This means that thd sponsoring

agency sets the mayor boundaries for the research, including:

The overall.level of effort to be expended in the research

(note'that in'traditlonal research, this level is
J

is determined by the research team in its original proposa );
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r.

The scope of work;
.

The typet of issues, research design, and measures

that are to be used;oand.

The timing of'various phases of the research and

deadlines that are to be met.

The research team, of course, is not a completely passive actor in

determining these conditions. But the increasing explicitness of the

requests for-proposals (RFPs) that are currently issued by sponsoring

agencies means that the staff of the sponsortng agencies have been

increasingly designing the "technical" aspects of the-research to be-

done.

Third, the sponsoring agency and the action agencies often impose

liMite on the research through the design of the action program. One

common . occurrence is for the action sites to be select d on grounci,

independent of research considerations--e.g., polittcal an adminis-

trative criteria. For instance, in federal progrartis, a regional. dis-

tribution of action sites is often the result of a political choice;

but this choice constrains the nature of the ultimate reserchliesign.

Other decisions about the impleMentation of the action programs--e.g.,

the staggered timing for initiating work at the.aciton sites--also

affect the evaluation study; in this case, the research team may be .

unable to gather uqiform "baseline" data or to conduct 'the research in

-as efficient a manner as possible. These and other characteristics .of

the action program, then,may all have an implicit effect on. the

"technical"-aspects of an evaluation study, but the conditionsare set
by the sponsoring and action agencies, and not the research team.

Fourth; there has been an increasing fragmentation of responsibilities

within the sponsoring agency.' At least three partiet, all Withikthe

sponsoring agency, may'ha4e some influence over the'desigO and conduct.

of the reseeth. These parties include:

The official "project monitor for the evaluationstudy itself;



The program monitor responsible for implementIng the

action program; and

The contracts office within the sponsoring agency, often

dealing simultaneously with all of the other parties:

within and outside of the sponsoring agency.

A research team must learn to deal with all of these parties. SOmetimes,

compromises must be reached because the evaluation project monitor-and the

action program monitor are both the audiences-for the evaluation study.

Other times, the contracts office can create difficulties by requiring

the approval of specif19activities within the action program or within

the evaluation study, but then delaying action to such an extent that

the research team must make further modifications in its original

research plan.

In fact, this final obseivation regarding the fragmentation within

the sponsoring agency suggests the full organizational complexity of

conducting evaluation research: Three types of agencies and five

relevant parties must all 'collaborate in order for the research to

be done. These relationships are shown in Figure 3.1.

.

Figure 3.1

THE INTERORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITIES OF EVALUATION RESEARCH

Sponsoring
Agency

(usUally a federal agency).

Evaluation Project Contracts Action Pro$ram
Monitor Office <-7-> Monitor

-Research Team
(usuallya university
Or independent research

group)

Action Agency(s)
(usually state or
localunits of

government)
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General Observations

The interorganizatiorlll relationships just described, and the
complexities shown in Figure 3.1, all show how evaluation research can
no longer be considered along the same lines as4,traditional academic

search. Moreover, Figure' 3.1 has merely indicated the major roles
taNare involved in the organization of an evaluation study. In
numerous specific instances, the.array of actors can become even more
diverse. For example, in some evaluation studies, Congressional staff
or members may be a key part of the audience for the evaluation results.
As another example, a full description of the action progilm might have
to show the presence of community groups, often given"an official role
in monitoring the action proOam and the evaluation study, or the presence
of a technical assistance contractor, whose elponsibility is to help
the action agencies (there may even, under certain circumstances, be a
technical assistance contractor to help t sponsoring agency). Clearly,
the list grows.

What all of.this means is-that our concerns with the'outcomes of
evaluation research--i.e., the quality, utilization,-and relevance of
the researchare not solely controlled by the research team. Textbooks
and policymakers that ignore the'complex interorganizational reiation7
ships are therefore inaccurate in suggesting that improvements in
evaluation research can be made by the research team alone. Concerns
such as *"if only abetter research design had been used . . ." must be
considered along with other, equally relevant concerns, such as
only the contracts office in the sponsoring agency had approved the
action agency's budget in time. . ."

To illustrate the effects of this interorganizational complexity in
terms of the quality, utilization, and relevance of evaluation research,
the next section of this paper describes a few contemporary conditions
'within which evaluation research/must be conducted.
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B. ILLUSTRATIVE COMPLICATIONS

The'interorganizational complexity that underlies evaluation

research can affect evaluation studies at every major stage of their

development: problem definition and evaluation design, conduct, and

dissemination. The illustrative situations described below have been

encountered by any number of evalvation'studies in education,* and are

thus described in general terms only. Each situation represents a

complication imposed 6Y the'faet that several parties, and not just the

research team alone,have to be involved'in making the critical decisions.

Designing an Evaluation. Study

One prominent complicatian occurs at the:Iiesign stage. ,First the..

sponiOring agency and action agencies may limit the'range of relevant

evaluation designs through the design and mplemeniation.of the action

program. Second, and more 1mPortant, the basic evaluation design is

destribef, often in great detap,,in the Request for Proposals (RFP)

that is issued by the sponsor4ng agency as the initial step in sup-

porting an evaluation study.

Contemporary RFPs often

elements to be_analyzed, and

collection steps. In short,

I

spectfyithe,sites to be studies, the datai-k

the'time intervals for different data /1

the RFPs can dictate the entire scope of

the evaluation design. ,In response,, proposing research teams may

attempt some modifications.' However,'the major modificationsjhatifwill

occur, if any, are likely'to occur after an evaluation award ha been;.

made--when the sponsoring agency and research team are, more openly able

to agree about any shortcomings'in the original'RFP.
/

Many specific illustrations are found in the full text/of the
Committee report.



The final research design of the evaluation study, then, is a

function of: (a) the nature of the action program as it has been

implemented,- and (b) a negotiated settlement between the sponsoring

agency band the research team. What this mains is that if one is

interested in increasing this aspect of the Tuaity of evaluation

research, far more issues must be addressed than the mere stipulation of
tl

methodological choices. Guidance is needed concerning such steps as:.

Conditions'in the design,of the action program that might

negate the ability to do evaluations of minimal quality;*

The process whereby an RFP is written and reviewed, and

the staff persons who are involved in these activities; and

a The ground rules for any negotiations in creating the

final design.

Mk

Of particular interest, among these steps, might be further inquiry into -

the training.and background, of the sponsoring agency's, staff that is

responsible for issuing RFPs. Often, one suspects that/these indi-'

viduals, who may have great influence over the design,of an eValuatilin

study, are,either'inadequately trained in evaluation:or inexperienced'

in conducting_ ,evaluations. Often, such staff persons believe that/a

"textbook" version of an evaluation can be done,/nd they fail to I

recognize the actual-political or administrative realities in doing/

the evaluation.

Getting_the Evaluation Done,

Similarly, the conduct of an evaluation is more complicated tfan

the collection and analysis'of data by/the research team. For instance,

'several parties may have to review fhe data collection Instrument pro-
.

posed by the research team. The review can range from full, form lapproVal

by the FEDAC forms clearance process to a lessformal review and
I

approval

*The author knows of no list, for_instance oftypeS of action programs
.that cannot be evaluated. Yet, some do exist and ought to be recognized
as such...
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by the sponsoring agency. In a few cases, the action agencies may also

hays a part in reviewing the instruments--an activity usually conducted

by a "user panel" that has been established to advise the research team.

Under these conditions, the process of instrument' development again

becomes a negotiated process. The final product, both in scope and

depth, can represent a compromise among competing priorities and,cannot

necessarily be regarded as the best state-of-the-art from,a research

point of view. Again, to improve the quality of future evaluations,

guidance is not just needed on the techniques of instrument design,

Systematic information is also needed, for exaMple, on how the FEDAC

process can be conducted more smoothly and in a more timely fashion--a

responsibility that often involves key staff persons in the sponsoring

agency. Similarly, guidance may be needed on the fair limits of non-

research priorities--e.g., how far the research team should go to incor-

porate questions of interest to one of the other parties but not

critical to the evaluation.

Reporting the Evaluation Results

The textbooks tell us that, for utilization purposes, the production

of evaluation results should occur in a timely fashion. Usually, this

means that the results should be made available (vhen key policy decisions

are being considered.

Notsurprisingly, the research team does not have full control

over this stage of the evaluation, either. Although the research team

may have tried to keep to a policy - relevant schedule, the final results

must also be reviewed by the sponsoring agency (and sometimes by the

action agency) before a report can be made public. Delays can certainly

have occurred-in the conduct of the research. But the final reporting.

of results can alsa be delayed by the action of these other two agencies.

Sponsoring agencies may be e0eciilly susceptible to 'cumbersome and

lengthy review processes. For instance, the draft report may be shbwr

to a wide variety of individuals within, the sponsoring agency, all of

wham.may havia different point of view about the evaluation or the

program being evaluated. Under such conditions, the research team often
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has difficulty in merging the various comments intwatcoherent pattern,

adding to the time and effort needed to review the final report.

Independent,of the issued of whether sponsoring agencies may pur-

posely, for political reasons,-delay the issuence of final reports,

there are few guidelines for a'minimally acceptable review Process.

One of the notable gaps in most RFPs and proposals is that the sponsoring

agency's review pro'cess forldraft manuscripts 'is in fact not discrped

at all (usually, the RFP merely stipulates,that the review will occur.

within a particular time period). Are some review proceises more desi-

rable than others? Can the review process be streamlined so that the

evaluation results can really be reported in a timely fashion? These

are some bf the issues that still need to be addressed and that again

go beyond either the technical aspects of doing evaluations or the

full control of the research.team.

Summary.

These few illustrations should be sufficient to indicate the

degree to which evaluation research is a joint, interorganizational

enterprise. As such, any attempts stoimprovement mUst'not only be

focused on the research team and its technical methodologies, but also

on the capabilities of other relevant parties, including the staffs of

the sponsoring agency and action agency.

For example, rarely has one heard any debate regarding the ways in

which RFPs should be written or even by whom they should'be designed.

(For a modest beginning, see Weidman, 1977.) Yet, from the'standpoint

of improving evaluation research in education, changed in the RFP pro-,

cess may be more important than any potential,chadga in the capabilities

of the research team. Perhaps it is even time:for a textbook on how to

write RFPs and how to monitor research, or even on the development

of minimum standards,tegarding those staff positions in the sponsoring

agencies--to appreciate better the role, that such staff can have in

affecting the quality, relevance, and utilization of evaluation research.



Similarly, this may now be a good time for further reviews of all

the barriers confronting the conduct of evaluation research, including

the role of FEDAC clearance. A few years ago, one research investigator

did attempt to catalog all of the "regulations" diet affect research

(Gandara, 1978); the review revealed a mine field of potential barriers

and problems. If evaluation research has become over-regulated, changes

must be contemplated in tile 'regulatory environment and not just in the

technical aspects of research methodologies. ''

Finally, it is now clear that "successful "evaluation researchers

are those who are able to maniplate the interorganizattonal complexities

that have been identified within this paper. For instance, Paul Hill,

who conducted a successful evaluation of the compensatory education

program, wrote that the five ingredients for success included the

following conditions (Hill, 1978):

1. The evaluation was aimed at Aecisons that "users" could
make.

.

2. The evaluation was conducted in open consultation with
potential users.

3. The evaluation recognized that research information was
only one source of information that would be available
to users.

4. The evaluation results allowed for divergentspositions'
and values.

5. The results of the evaluation were produced in a timely
manner, to feed debate about the action program.

What is surprising about this list of major lessons.from a successful

evaluation researcher is that not one of the lessonsinvolyed the

technology of the evaluation. Each of the lessons, on the contrary,

.covers some aspect of interorganizational relationships, showing how the

research team must be prepared to manage such relationships.

Myths die hard. The,purpose of this paper will have been served if

we no longer think of evaluation research as being organized like traditional

research. Evaluation research is not done solely by a research team and



and therefore cannot be controlled by the research team alone. The

staffs of other organizations, as well as the nature of interorganizational

relationships, all become impOrtant to the design and conduct of an

evaluation study. Recognition .of this complexity should lead to better

insights on,how to improve evaluations.
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CHAPTER I

EVIDENTIAL PROBLEMS IN SOCIAL PROGRAM EVALUATION AND THEIR
ANALOGS TROM ENGINEERING AND THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES, MEDICINE,
AND AN ASSORTMENT OF OTHER DISCIPLINES, BASIC AND-RPLIED,

TOGETHER WITH SELECTED HISTORICAL REFERENCES'

Robert F. Boruch
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois

1. Introduction

This paper concerns the problems that are engendered by efforts to

collect evidence about a problem or a proposed solution. :The special

focus is on'oroblems common to both social program evaluation and to

evaluation in other arenas, notably the-physical sciences, engineering,

medicine, and occasionally commerce, Not all of the problems are new,

despite contemporary arguments over what to' do about them. And so the

paper is studded with,references to early pertinent work.

I have several reasons.for developing a disquisition of this sort.

In the Ijrst place, science in the abstract recognizes that the diffi-

cultdes of accumulatng decent information transcend discipline. But

the laytpuWc and its representatives and analysts in sundry disciplin-

ary camps often do not. The failureto apprehend that the same problems

occur in both physical and social sciences, indeed that many are very

durable, is p bit sahameful;=.. It results in social.research!s belng-con-

strued as more feeble than "work in other,vineyardt. It is more feeble

in some:respects.. It is at least as robust in others though. And cruder

comparative work of this rt may help to illustrate the point:

The more immediate, less rhetorical, feature of the motive concerns

the responsibility of agencies, such as the U:S. General Accounting Office,

to oversee performance of government in a variety of tasks. The problems

that these agencies encounter,are often statistical and scientific at

their core, though they re infrequently labelled assuch, and common to

several disciplines; T is paper may help to:remedy this problem as well.



A second motive is more personal. The writer is a metallurgical

engineer turned social scientist. The vernacular differences I encountered

in stumbling from one field to the other. are tedious at best. The social

program evaluator'S "formative evaluation" is no different, though perhaps

more obscure for good or ill, from the. engineer's "trouble-shooting" or

"development." At worst, they often imply notional differences, between

qualitative and quantitative, Subjective and objective, that are often

gratuitous e'en obstructive. In this respect, the spirit of the paper

is akin, to others, notably Florman's Existential Pleasures of Engineering.

It is more a catalog than intellectual history or dialectic between camps.

But if it succeeds in stimulating better understanding Of the nature of

such problemi, one of its objectives will have been met.

The examples illustrate failurgos of scientific knowing or of common

sense, little cortical collapses. They are not intended to demean research

in the physical sciences, medicine, or business: The point is that the

problems are persistent, and we ought to appreciate their appearance in

,a variety of human enterprise.

2. Implementing Programs and Characterizing Delivery

It is something of a truism that social programs are never delivered

as advertised. The_sotial scientist often finds it very difficult to assure

tiat the program under investigation has the form that it is suppoied to

have. Moreover, it is often difficult to monitor the discrepancy between

, plan and its actualization syhteAtically. The problemis persistent in

evaluating complex, broad aim efforts, suph as Model Cities Programs

during the 196Q's (Pressman and Wildaysky, 1973). It is characteristic

of newer evaluations, including those directed at programs which are said

to be well structured but,structure depends heavily on individuals' follow-

ing marchingworders. TheyZften do not or cannot. See, for instance, Fair-

weather and Tornatsky (1977). on evaluations in mental health, Kelling (1976)

on police research, Sechrest and Rednet (1978) on estimating the effects

of innovative criminal rehabilita()on programs, and Rossi (1980) on educa-

tion, welfare, and other programs.

Laboratory research is not spared the problem, of course, though its

severity and measurability differ from the field variety. Grey eminence
. 4
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L. L. Thurstone encountered military trainers who gave instruction secretly to

control group telegraphers in the interest-of assuring they got thUbenefit

of sleep learning (Mosteller, 1978). Partly'on account of such early diffi-

culties, it is common practice in social psychological research to check

treatment manipulations. The measurement and reporting problem apply 4.4)

methodological-research on improving cooperation in mail surveys (see

Good,.1978, on Christopher Scott), to educational evaluation (Leonard and

Lowry, 1979), and to applied social research on otter topics (Boruch and.

Gomez, 1979).

The problem is not confied to evaluation Of social programs. It

appears in the engineering_sciehces where,.for example, allegations that

reliability of control over variables affecting reactor cooling systems

have been a grave concern (Primack and von Hippie, 1974). The control

problem n some chemical processes has been sufficient to warrant V.V.

Federov s ping new approaches to understanding in randomized tests

at Moscow. (Despite this there appears to be little attention to, the

problem in texts of experimental design in industry,) Bureaucracies hive

simply forgotten to implement plans for pesticide control (U.S. General

.Accounting Office, 1968) and to deliver vasectomy kits in fertility control,

programs (Sullivan, 1976). They have denied the existence of treatments

or mislabelled them: Recall the U.S. Defense Deperthent's denial of the

use of poison gases at the DUgway.facility. The

'4

roblem is implicit in /

\!early agricultural experimentation as well if we ge correctly from /

Yates' (1952) concerns about correction of bias in moving from laborato0y

versiens'of fertilizer application to field studies. It is-also buried

inthe-history'of manufaturel including the production and adulteratien

of foodstuffs: recall Accumli treatise for the 19th century consumer/.

Lest the blame be laid on institutions, recall that the odds or,bein treated

by the'piT1 areiertised on the label a 9 to 1 according to the Foo, and

Drug Administration. What happened to the remainder is not known. '

There are more than a few interesting parallels between evaluition of.

social programs and meteorological studies of the past ten years,/judging

from Braham (1979), Kruskal (1979), Flueck (1979), Crow, et al. 0977),

Neyman (19771e and others. The commonalities are especially el4ent fr

randomized tests of the effects of.cloud seeding on precipitatiorli. Pilots

who were responsible for suding silver iodide crystals had their own

/



preferences about where to fly, notably in sight-Of the coastline for-the

Israeli experiments: Decisions had to be made about whether to shift'the

target'accordingly. Spillover of seeding or contamination of neighboring

clouds is a threat to the validity of inferences in theSe studieS, juit as

it is in the.soCial sector where 'children not assigned to special education

may receive it anyway from well- intentioned teachers. Seeding flares in

early experiments in. Florida were imperfect just as nutritional supplements

were in the early Colombian experiments, on the supplement's effect on ability.

Measuring the level of imposition or of receipt of treatment seems to be

no less difficult here than in the social sector. Indicators Of intensity

of treatment, for instance, are sometimes crude, recorded duration of

seeding and mean wind speeds in the target area. Reliably indexing cloud

conditions is all but impossible on account of their variability,' and this

problem is analogous to the chronic one of assaying the local conditions

that may affect delivery of welfare serVices,:educational TV, or income

transfer payments, in evaluating social programs...

The unwillingness Ortgbility, of fieldstaff to adhere to regimen

demanded by a new social program seems notinuch different from the reluc-

tancievident in some tests of medical innovati6n. For instance, attempts

to determine whether conventional, enriched:oxygen environments for treat-

ment of premature infants actually caused blindnesS met with remarkable

resistance froM Some nurses and physicians. The latter were unable to

countenance depriving infants of oxygen, though subsequent research demon-,7'.

strated that oxygen was indeedinflUential in producing blindness (Silver-

man, 1977) The difficulty here parallels earlier ones, encountered by

British Army Surgeon General John Pringle and others. who attempted to

'reform the sanitation practice of hospitals (Marks 4 Beatty, 1976). The

problem also extends to well-trained specialists where, for-example; the

integrity of an operation such as coronary bypass is variable judging by

indices such as perioperativeheart.attacks, graft potency, and crude

hospital mortality rates (Proudfit, 1978). A similar problem; in less

obvious form, emerges when one considers the material used in tests of

vaccines and drugs. Confirmatory tests of polio Vaccine' were disrupted

briefly by'a product that induced' poliomyelitis instead of preventing it

(Meier'', 1972; Meier, 1975). Theindian tuberculosis prevention trials
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were executed partly to determine whether effectiveness of vaccine, de:

monstrated earlier to have been effective, had altered because of strain

mutation and changes in antigenicity, variation in production methods or

in doseage levels (Tuberculosis Prevention Trial, 1979;, n 1980).

A cruder form of the problem involves receipt of area and adher-

ence to regimen. For example, in the Kaise'r-Permanente to is of multi-

phasic screening, many of the individuals assigned to the screening

program failed to turn up for periodic examination. The research staff,

interested in effectiveness of screening and not of natural turn out rates,

mounted'an intensive telephone program to encourage participation in the

free and presumably beneficial service (Cutler et al., 1973). Siadlar

encouragement strategies have been necessary to obtain interpretable esti-

mates of the effects of viewing educational television. A good deal of

the argument over the implications of the University Group Diabetes Program

tinges on an identical problem--a minority of patients in at least one

group appear to have adhered faithfully to the treatment regimen to which

they were assigned (Kolata, 1979b).

3. The Odds on Success and Failure

and Uniformed Opinion

These were the generations of Budgeting
* . . . . . ********

Planning-Programming-Budgeting begat Management by Objectives
Management by Objectives begat Zero base Budgeting
Zero base Budgeting begat Evaluation /

Evaluation begat Experimentation
Experimentation showed that nothing works.

From A. Schick, Deuteronomy.
The Bureaucrat, 1976.

The concern that innovative social progams will fail is justified.

But the expression of that concern is often pessimistic, occasionally

alarmist in some camps, wildly optimistic in others. At George Washington

University, for instance, we'were taken aback by the plaint that evaluation

is discouraging to the public, bureaucrats, and politicians because )6oSitive

effects appear infrequently, and so it should be trimmed. In one of

Patricia Graham's public addresses as head ofthe National Institute of

71
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Education, she took painsito recognize declining:agency morale and attri-

buted it partly to the conduct and results of contemporary program eval-

Uetions. Pessimism is not an uncommonAheme in the.academic sector either.

Here, it is easy to find comfortable cynicism about the lack of good evi7

dence, and occasionally, the judgment that because evidence is poor in

quality, programs are also poor in quality.

One problem, of course, is to determine when the pessimism is warranted.

We believe it is generally 'isleading as the incontinent optimism of early

programs. In particular, the vague negative view,is not well justified °

simply because we do not yet have reliable information on the relative

frequency of failure, success, or mixed results of new projects. The short

history of evaluative policy and briefer development of competent field

testing account partly for the scarcity of data about odds. To illustrate

one approach to understanding in this context, consider Gilbert, McPeek,

and Mosteller's.(1977) examination of hi/gh-quality evaluations of surgical

innovation. Considering only well designed evaluarons, they find that

about one-third of such innovations-are fairly successful relative to stan-!
*

dard sur gery, a third\are worse than standard, and a third da not Offer

appreCiably in effecti\veness relative to normal practice. As one might

expect, similar problem have affected the introduction of,,,new drug's though;

current success rate is atclear. For instance, a massive reevaluation-

of the efficacy -of drugs as undertaken by the National Adademy of Science/

following the 1962. Drug ndments Act. The report suggests that about

7%'of the drugs and 19% of the claims were ineffective'(see Hutt'S remarks,

page 228, in-National Acade of Sciences, 1974). Themost pessimistic

estimate includes drugs tha are only "possibly effective" and drive'

statistic up to 60%. Gordon and Morse's (1975) coarser review of the well,.

designed evaluations which have been reported in the sociological6litere- -6

ture suggests that 75% of the programs under study fail to detect any

A improvement over comparison programs. If
I

one admits poorly designed eval-
.

uations'in the talcUlations",lhe odds change of course. Some examples are

given in the section on inept design of evaluations.

No comparable efforts to assay likelihood of success'have been com7

pleted.in education research and development. But a crude upper bound



might be obtained from statistics on projects that have passed muster with

the Department of Education's Joint Dissemination and Review Panel-(JDRP)-.

The JDRP reviews evaluative evidence on projects submitted by project

managers to Otermine if evidence and size of the project's intended

effect are sufficient to warrant further federal support. It is a biased

sample of all such projects since submission to review is voluntary.

About 60% have been approved.in-recent years. At least one lower bound

estimate for one category of projects is implied by a recent American"

Institute of Research review of bilingual programs. Only 8 out of 175

were judged to have sufficient evidentiary support to warrant approval

(Boruch & Cordray, 1980).

Judgments about failure rate in the social realm are often based on

what appears to be the absence of failure or mixed resulti in others.

So, for example, the critic may point to innovations in engineering as a

remarkable standard against which social innovation do not farewell.

That standard is misleading in several respects not the least being general

ignorance of failure rate. Ordinary bridges, for instance, do collapse.

It was not until 1636 that the first quantitative treatment of stress in

bridge structure appeared, written by Galileo. "Before his time the

strengths and deformations of structures were determined primarily by trial,

. and error. A structure was built. If it stood up, well and good. If not,.

then the .next structure was made stronger where the first one failed, and

so on" (Borg, 1962, pl 4).. They failed at a rite of 25 per year following

the Civil War. In'the 1900's, bridges large enough to symbolise a new

industrial age collapsed before completion because "large steel members

under coMpression behaved differently than the smaller members that had

been tested time and time again" (Florman, 1976, p. 32). Suspension

bridges'have stumbled since 1741 despite their stately grace. The failures

recorded in 18th century Scotland continued in 19th century England and in

20th century United States.
2

The Tacoma Narrows Bridge,-Whith'failed in

1940 on account of progressively amplified wind vibrations, is a common

illustratiOn in introductory physics texts. The spirit of that illustration

alio underlies examples of-flaws in the evaluation of Headstart, cited

in graduate texts on lOsignof,evaluations. The rules for making bridges

robust k/aainst-ainplified vibration 'did not become clear until the 1950's.
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Resnikoff and Wells (1973) catalog examples and explicate the rules in their

-delightful mathematic text. The new arena for failure here a pears to be

bridges remarkable for their lengthior age. Uprmntil a, few ears ago,. for

instance, the Tampa Bay's Sunshine/Skyway had "ampleclkarahce for even the

largest ocean-going vessel." The/fact that the tallest supportsdid not

collapSe when many of the'rest did is curious but no help at all to anyone

who wants to cross the bay by auto. Winds up to 100 mph swept away a size-

able chunk of the new Hood Canal pontoon bridge in Washington state, and a

..size fraction of t ee $30 milliOn investment with it (Los Angeles Times,

February 14, 1979, Mainteriance failures and deterioration may

hasten the demise of New.yOrk's QueensbOrough (59th Street), the Golden

Gate, and others used asImd examples in Congressional testimony on the

1978 Highway Act.

If we examine the sta \t up of businesses, we find prospects for failure

no less formidable./ For 197

was about 20%. Th'is estimate

the repository fir such informat

action involvig§ loss to creditors or

every year several hu

the ratio of business failures to start-ups

a conservative one since Dur( & Bradstreet,

n, defines business failu/e as a voluntary

court proceedingsLb nkruptcy. D & B

red thousand firms /are Started and

(Dun & Bradstreet, The Business

maintains "th

almost an eq,xal number are discontinued'

Record Failure, 1979, p. 3). But commerci 1 enterprise/is certainly better

off now than during the late 19th century. The commercial death rate, as

it was Abelled at the time, was double the number of new businesses added.

The ra2 o of failures, defined in terms of liability, to start-ups ranged

from 45% to 90%, or so-said Bradstreets's (Stevens, 1890/1891).

/The pointis that, contrary to the opinion one may develop based on

ani Acdotal reports, narrow personal experienceor poorly designed evalua-

'ions, innovations in a variety of areas succeed less'than half the time,

//and probably a good deal less than a third succeed at the field test stage.

,1 Innovative educational programs may succeed at roughly similar rates when
e-

properly evaluated.

Despite thwilecaSional appear:anoe of big bang effects, advances in

any science are usually small. This makes designing evaluations which are.

sensitive to smaWeffects very important. Given a design which provides

L,
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some protection against competing explanations, anticipeiting the likeli

hood that program effects will be detected, if they occjur at all, is

reasonable. But it is difficult to find formal power analyses.in educa-

tional evaluations, making it difficult to determine if the design was

indeed sensitive. It is small comfort that the same poblem, ignoring

a fandamental technology, affects medical research (Freiman, Chalmers,

Smith, and Kuebler, 1978)' and less recent research in 'psychology (Cohen,

1962). That the technology, even where occasionally exploited, is often

based on optimistic rather than realistic guesses aboUt program effect

size is even less comforting (see Daniel, 1972, for instance, on indus-_

trial experimentation).

I

Mark)4. Reliability and Validity of the Data

wain, according to Mark Twain, was not teirribly bright. But
he did have the wit to assay reliability and validi y of phrenologists'

I

readings of his skull and palmists' readings of his paw. Some readings
were wildly unreliable: Bumps interpreted one monIM disappeared entirely
or became dents on the second engagement. The most reliable palmist -1

appears to have averred repeatedly that Twain had po sense of humor

(Clemens, 1917/1959). Some researchers exhibit a sturdier indifference
to common sense.

Projects without much concern for quality of

Philadelphia Federal Reserve Bank's evaluation of

District, the Federal Aviation Administration's

impact on communities in the airport's vicinity,

studies of the impact of desegregation.. For the

lishing the quality of a response measure is ess

decent description of -the nature of a social pr

the effects of a program on the problem.

Especially when evaluations are used to inform policy, the codse-
Iquenc s of ignoring flaws in the information cap be serious. In covariance

analys s of observational data, for instance, simple random errors of

measurement cangbias estimates of Program effeCt. Under conditions commonly.
,

found in the field, the result is to make weaklI programs look harmful in

compensatory education (Campbell & Boruch, 1975)-and manpower training_
(Borus, 1979), and_to_adulterate-evidence-about sex-or -race discrimination

information include the

the Philadelphia School

valuation of the Concorde's f

and many ofthe recent

e and other cases, estab-

titial for obtaining a

blem and.for, estimates, of
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in court cases. Similarly erroneous conclusions may be dtawn in applications

of the same method to basic research data on schizophrenia, for instance

(Woodward & Goldstein, 1977). The difficulties abide for anthropological

disciplines as well as their more numerical sisters. Recall for instance

Lienhart's view that Darwin was misled into believeing Terra del Fuego

natives were cannibalistic by natives who wished to be entertaining and

cordial. (See Przeworski and Teune, 1970, for illustrations and a

bibliography.)

It is not difficult to find analogs to simple problems of reliability

of measurement in medical diagnoses. During the 1960's, for instance,

well-informed physicians knew that simple tests for gonnorhea yielded

false positives. One physician, not so well informed, managed to start an

outbreak of mass psychogenic illness (contagious hysteria) among high

school students by simply failing to read medical literature. Understand-

ing the traps in simple tests led Mausner and Gezon-(1967) to avoid rely-

ing on vaginal smears alone and ultimately to their ,development of a

remarkable case study-of the episode. Measurement error in the response

variable appears now in more complicated ways, judging from the University

Group Diabetes Program. There, not a little of the ambiguity in evidence

is attributable to the way diagnosis of cardiovascular disease depends on

whether one conducts an autopsy. And, of course, the random instability

in blood pressure, among other traits, causes no end of argument about who

is hypertensive and who is not, and about whether labile hYpertension is

indexed by blood pressure is merely regression to the mean or similar

artifact of the way we measure or respond to measurement over time (Kolata,

1979). The problem is a hoary one in medicine and well-documented at least

for illnesses such as,smallpox and measles. Still, it is a bit unnerving

to stumble over examples: Citizen Graunt inveighed against the "ignorant

and careless searchers" who did not_accurately enumerate deaths in the 1600's.

His little catalog of ways that cause of death might be misconstrued (does

a seventy-five year old man die of "the cough" or of-old age?) is a rudi-

mentary theory of misclassification (Graunt 1662/1973).

Just as judgment about children may be influenced by teacher's ex-
.

pectations, medical assessments are sometimes slanted by physician's

expectations more than by evidence. . Recall that in. McEvedy and Bear's
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(1973) study of,neuromyasthenia, symptoms similar to those. exhibited by

victims of poliomyelitis were also exhibited by physicians and nurses

without the latter disease. The physicians regarded neuromyasthenia as a

clinical. syndrome when indeed the problem was psychogenic. Barnes' (1977)

fascinating review of worthless surgery is also pertinent here. He

reminds us that ptosis was charatterized early in the 20th century as a,

condition in which the position Of'internal organs was "abnormal." Sur-

geons thought the abnormality caused a wide variety of symptoms'. Kidney

displacement, for instance, was alleged to produce neuroticism, back pain,

and vomiting. We know now that ptosis is not an organic problem, that sur-

gery was unwarranted, and that_diagnosis_and-etiology-were nonsense. The

reader may think this illustration far fetched. It is not, judging from

recent efforts to slice the incidence of tonsillectomies, hysterectomies,

and adenoid4ptomies (see Dyck e-e.al:, 1977, for instance).

The engineer has to accomodate problems of error in measurement

too, of cours . And despite the awesome growth of the instrumentation

industry, they e often no less severe. For instance, in the Handbook

of-Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials, Herrick (1979) reports

that the reliability of air screening is such that readings are within,

+25Taccuracy. This suggests that reports of environmental tests should

routinely provide information about their reliability, just as one ought

'to provide estimates of reliability of personality inventories, questidn-,..

(naires, and the like. The validity of environmentalftest results depends

no doubt on local circumstance;. And it's conceivable that the results

ought to be adjusted for these just as are standard measures that are

influenced by temperature and buoyancrin the case of weight. The diffi-

culty of adjusting for temperature expansion can be traded to Michaelson's

efforts to correct for thermal expansion in estimating the speed of light

and his failure to correct for temperature influences on the index of

light refraction (Eisenhart, 1968).

Flaws in observation and measurement on a much 1;rger scale are not

athiertised much, especially if they concern the military. But remarkable-

ones surface occasionally. Detecting an atomic blast, for example, is

not as easy nor reliable a process as one might expect. The Vela sur-
/

veillance satellite "saw" an explosion in. 1980. What was thought, until

then to be a unique signal,, associated, with a blast, turns out not to be
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unique. It is produced by peculiar confluence of natural phenomena as

well? The influences on accuracy of measurement are as difficult to

assay in military engineering. Part of the controversy over the Airborne .

Warning and Control System hinged on the airplv.', suceptibili.ty to

attack and. the system's lack of robustness against ste-of-tke.:rt

devices for signal jamming (Sousa, 1979). And, of course, the interest

and skill of individuals given responsibility for measurement, plays a

major role. The federal delegation of authority to state governments in

the national dam safety program, for instance, resulted in data which

varied enormously in quality. Dams were missed entirely in their inventory;

hazards ignored, and data was inaccurate in other respects (Perry, 1979).

Recognition of such problems in the sciences is not recent, Galileo

had the sense to have the ball descend the channel repeatedly to assure

that his estimates of acceleration rate were decent. Not more than 30

years later, Graunt (1662/1973) issued complaints about the indifferent

quality of records available for political arithmetic. Over a hundred .

years later, astronomer Simpson made the same point in writing about the

need to obtain a mean in observations. Echoes of that advice can be

detected in at least one electrical engineering text of 1917 and one chem-

ical engineering text of 1938. (See' 1968, for a, remarkable

treatment of the topit'ind for-references to these examples.) As one might'

expect, there are physical antecedents to contemporary debates over.difi-

nitions of intelligence, ability, and the like. 'The difference between

the American inth and the British inch, created by legal fiat in x.866, was

small but caused no end of problemi 4ntil,1966 when both were defined by

agreement as 2.54 cm (Barry, 1978).

The idea that there are important qualitative aspects to the problem

of measurement error is not especially new._ A founding father of-statiq-

tical quality control methods recognized it in the'1930's, stressing that

people, the physical devices, and other influences on measurement need to

be recognized. His observations were presaged by astronomer George Biddel

Airy in 1861 who warned against "light" assumptiOns about presence or

absence of-constant error, and recognition of chance variation. The

statistician Gosset (aka Student) recognized higher consistency among

measures taken within a day relative to those across days, and speculated



on the reasons for the phenomena in 1971 (Eisenhart, 1968). Mosteller

(1978) notices similar structure in time lapse data generated during the

1860's under the support of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Working

on Gosset's turf in 1956, Cunliffe (1976) found notable random variation

and peculiar within-laboratory variation in measures of the volume of

Guiness beer in bottles. This was apparently remarkable enough to justify

"very delicate conversation" between Cunliffe and Guiness's chemist, from

which each "retired, somewhat wounded."

The little herd of theories and inventions which helped to improve

understanding of the qualitative aspects of measurement in phys.

.-ngineering sciences seems not to have been Matched in the soc:, it.
But some relevant work has been done. In broadening his thesis oa social

experimentatioh, for example, Campbell (1975) espoused a side theory on

corruption of social indicators. The idea is that as soon as it becomes

well known that a measure is being used in making policy decisions, notably

in program evaluations, the measure will be corrupted in some degree. A

related idecharacterizes 14th century India's Ibn Kaldun's observations,

on his predecessor's exaggeration of numbers in description. Numeric sen-

sationalism exalted the status of historian And statesman then as it does

now, and Kaldun's attributing the problem to lack of conscientious criti-

cism seems no less pertinent now. During the sane period, China regarded'

the problem of suppression of facts in censuses as serious enough to jus-

tify beheading minor officials (Jaffe, 1947). To get much beyond the

idea, one must ideatify the main influences on corruption.' ForKnightly

(1975), in what must stand as a model of crude theory in war reporting,

this meant tracing the quality of battle statistics, from-the Crimean

wars to Viet Nam, as a function of incompetent journalists,.self-interested

generals, self-serving politicians, and as a function of what he regards

as a minority, the virtuous members of each camp. Sound misreporting in

recent wars seems not to have impeded military careers of some, generals

(Halberstam, 1969).
4

The scholars' observations on corruption are clever and important.

But it does seem sensible to recognize other persistent sources of dis-

tortion. Indifference and inability may not be as titillating as corruption

but they are likely to account for more of the problem. The indifference



was recognized by Graunt if we interpret correctly his concerns about

London's ignorant and careless searchers. They are implicit in Barnas

Sear's reservations, as Secretary of Education for Massachusetts; about

the quality of educational statistics, iii-1850: "Those who know the

summary manner in which committees often arrived at their conclusions,in

respect to this (numbers of children in various types of schools), will

use some degree of caution in reasoning from such data" (Kaestle &

Vinovsky, 1980). Inability is harder to infer. But it's not an implau-

sible reason for distortion in Chinese censuses of the 14th century and

afterwards: the individual being counted might regafa the act as depleting

onh's spirit, it's something of an embarrassment to have an unmarried,

marriageable daughter in the household. and so on (Jaffe, 1947). And it

accounts, at least partly, for poor statistics on some diseases: 17th

century attitudes toward venereal disease and its recognition appear to

have been almost phobic, and probably helped to enrich the physicians of

the period.

5. Access to Data and Reanalysis

Routine reanalysis of-data from program evaluatirois is a relatively

new phenomena. But the general notion of secondary analysis of social

statistics is not. In the United States at least, it was implicit in

Madison's.arguments with Congress about the multiple uses of census

information (Cassedy, 1969); It was dramatically explicit in arguments

over social statistics just before the Civil War. Congression' criticism

of.printing contracts for the 1840 census resulAand John Quincy Adam's

interest in census inaccuracies led to. the American Statistical Associa-

tion's'investigating the data (Davis, 1972; Regan, 1978). There was con-

siderable controversy since the statistic were used by slavery advocates

such as John Calhoun to support the "pectilihr" institution. The spirit

of the enterprise in the laboratory has-been durable. It is reflected,

for instance, in reanalysis published in 1929, of psychophysical data

generated in 1873 by C.S. Pierce. Mosteller (1978), who prwiides the

references, rummages still further, in the interest of illustrating the

character of nonsampling error.

C
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In recent years, good illustrations stemmed from evaluative research

on social programs. This includes fascihating reanalyses of Coleman's

Equality of Educational Opportunity Surveys, appearing in a volume edited

by, of all things, a senator and a statistician (Moynihan & Mosteller,

1972), of data from evaluations of Sesame street (Cook et al., 1975),Ilead

Start (Magidson, 1977), and'others. At times, the results are both sur-

praising and important. Leimer and Lesnoy (1980), for instance, appear to

have discovered a fundamental error in the 1974 work by Martin Feldstein,

current president of the National Bureau of Economic ,Research. The origi-

nal work, used as a basis for policy, purported to show that social security

had a large negative effect on individuals' savings. The reanalyses show

no such effect and imply remarkably different policy. In Fowler vs North,

the-Supreme Court used an economist's estimates of the effect of capital

punishment on homicide rate in reaching its decision on constitutionality

of that punishment. At least one major reanalysis, done after the deci-

sion, suggests that contrary to earlier conclusions, capital punishment

does not have a substantial deterrent effect (Bowers & Pierce, 1980).

Similarly remarkable changes in views come about occasionally in

r:eanalysis of physical data. For instance, a health physics laboratory

recently analyied rainfall samples following a suspected nuclear explosion.
r.

Their findings on water borne fission products appeared to confirm the

fact that the blast occurred, but independent tests suggested no such

thing (Science, 1980, 207, 504). The original finding appears to have

been due to contaminated instruments. In the case of the University Group

Diabetes Program, a federal decision to require warnings on the use of

tolbuta de was made before the research was reported in professional

forums nd much before data was to have been released for secondary

analysi (Kolata, 1979b). The requirement was eventially rescinded when

arguments over implications of the data became serious.

The reanalysis of evaluative data carries no guarantee that it will

. inform any more than does reanalysis of other kinds of data does. Nor

will it always be apparent that reanalysis will be more informative than

primary analysis. Ingenuous optimis, about the latter appeared among some

turn of the century professors and I see no reason to ignore that histbry
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and its implication. In particular, it is an unwarranted expectation that

"as a multiplication table should be reliable for both the Tory and the

Communist, the conclusion of social trends should be valid alike for the

radical and conservative" (Odin, quoted in Barnes, 1979, p. 62). The data

will, for example, be used for purposes other than those for which it was

collected, proper y and improperly. Chambers (1965), for instance, recounts

how the corresponds e between time series data on small pox incidence and on

vaccination campaign were interpreted by an vaccinationists as a demonstra-

tion of the invidious effect of vaccin when in fact, the campaigns were

mounted following the:onset of an epidemic. Barnes (1979) reminds us that

Marx used data from Her Majesty's inspection of factories in ways "undreamed

of" by the government. Debate about what the data mean can be extended.

The UGDP trials ended In 1968, but papers which purport to find the vitiating

flaw in original interpretation continue to appear (Kilo, Miller, Williamson,

1980). Fifteip years after randomized field tests of cloud seeding in the

United States, arqoments about what the conclusions ought to be persist

(Brah,m, 1979; iieyumn, 1979). Durable debates are not less easy to find

in eucatinal p;o9ram evaluation though they seem to be less grim and

certainly less vitupentive than those in the medical arena. Magidson

(1977) builds mnre pla.1.-7 models fur estimating that program's effect, in

13c6 or so. The mo,dels seem not to have satisfied other scholars publishing

in t'valtmOon Quarters since then.

It has not .A.)waA ueen. easy to secure data for secondary analysis in

ant' of the scirtr. Proprietary Tleclared or not, seem to account

for data not being manifestly available/co independent analysts when the

Orthde:,isioh or. capit:0 punlshment was reached. Indeed, the first major

Htini;m of t%e analyses used in the ras.t was based on conscientious recon-

sruction of the da!1 froM disparate sources checked to assure that the

data ere similar -co if not identical to the informatiut original

analysis (see., Bowers and Pierce; 1980). -The teri:itorial imperative and

iper,innal differencesamoal scientists. appears in over.half he chapters of

Watson's Double Helix as Ostacles- id fitting better mod is of DNA structure -

to raw data, ;w.-ray diffraction photographs. The proble of access in the

Natural sciwIces is sufficiently tantilizing to warrant the attentior of

independent authors as well. Koestler's (1971) description of the tangle

ro.
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\over Kammerer's research emphasizes the ,:ulty of acquiring the toads,

he used or parts therqf to verify the sc- .fist's claims.5

When the data are held by an inst.'1147 41, matters become very diffi-

cult indeed and may involve the courte. ne problem is less one of dis-

cipline difference than contest between the'government.staift and civilian.

"Sharing information does not come naturally to the policy maker because

knowledge is power" or so sayeth Yarmolinsky (1976, p. 265). Threats of

legal suits under the Freedom of Information Act have been used to eAract

social data from ADAMHA, just as they have been used by physical scientists?,

to obtain information from the Atomic Energy Commission on licensing cri-

teria and from the Federal Aviation Administration on the Supersonic Trans-

port (Primack & von Hippie, 1974). T Department of Defense's refusal

to disclose actual sites-of herbiciderspray in Viet Nam impeded the attempts
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science to verify the

Department's claims that effects of spraying are egligible and to assess

the laboratory data on the topic,(Primack & von ipple, 1974). Ir

\.)
Forsham vs Harris the access issue commanded the 'attention of the Supreme

Court. There, he suit brought by independent analysts argued that data

generated in the University Group Diabetes Program trials should be made

available for reanalysis. A period of groping among federal agencies to

determine which one had the data was followed by a legal suit. Apart from

the general scientific justification for access, it was argued that the

data from a publicly supported project were used as'a basis for major policy

decision and this implied 'ilat the information ought to be made available for

reanalysis. The Court ruled against forced disclosure.

Institutional reluctance to disclose .6,formation is,not new of course.

But it may come as a surprise that paragons of early statistical virtue;

suctl'as John Graunt, were not disposed to tree acces, In his introduction

to Natural and Political Observations (1662/1973), Graunt advocated England's

keeping records universally on burials, christenings, and an assortment of

other events. But.he idds ". . . why the same (statistics) should be made

known to the people, otherwise then to please their curiosity, I see not"

(p. 12). At the end of the monograph, he passes the buck: "But whether the/

knowledge be necessary to many or fit for others, then the Sovereign, and

his chief Ministers, I leave to consideration," ,(p. 74)-presumably of these



same authorities. Graunt's unwillingness, or at least ambivalence, to

disclose information was not unusual. De Santilla (1955) reminds us of the

"Phythaogeanprivacy of research" that characterized views of Copernicus

and Galileo.. Neither they nor their contemporaries were much inclined to

publicize some of their observations and the constraints of religion -eems

. to have be only part of the problem. Lecuyer and Oberschall's (1968)

fascinating review of the history of social research in western Europe

suggests swings between openness implied by government ordinances requiring

registry publication of births, deaths, and so a in the 17th century, and

the secrecy implied by surveys and reporting systems for taxation and mili-

tary conscription of the 18th century. Nor does this seem to be a European

phenomena. The secrecy that characterized storage of demographic data

collected in 17th century Dahomey and in China in apparently all censuses

is military in its origins. For Dahomey, this was probably less easy to

do than it sounds: counts were represented by large sacks of pebbles and

updated often.

In social statistics generally, there have been recent efforts to make

information more readily available. Flaherty (11,71' for instance, took a

leadership role in getting international agsermeni on principles of dis-

closure, principles which run counter to cotr,E-vve tradition of statis-

tical bureaus in Britain and Germany amor,3 .'ers. In the United States,

,there have been more tei4 very recent efforts to assure that evaluation

data are more readily aW;able :br review. Federal., rather than state,

agencies, in criminal j.so,:n research, education, and census, have devel-

oped policy and are teA'i,y it (8nruch, Wortman, Cordray, 1980). The same

spirit is evident in recent advice to medical researchers that the need

for secondary analOs of experimental data be stored for use by indepen-

'dent analysts (Mosteller, Gilbert, & McPeek, 1980), the creation of data

repositories for studies in meteorology (Braham, 1979),. energy, environ-

ment, and others (Kruzas & Sullivan, 1978).
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6. Indi,vtdual Privacy and Confidentiality
6'

History
\

\

Despite contemporary rhetoric, the privacy questions that emerge in

social research efforts are not new. We can trace public concern about

census surveys to 1500 B.C., when in Exodus (30:11-17) and Samuel (2 Sam.

24:1-5), we find both Godandman opposing military demography. Popular

objections are rooted at least as much in a wish for intelle,tiveprivacy

as ina desire for physical self-preservation, and they areino less evi-

dent in the early history of social research in the United States. An

interest in sustaining.at least some anonymity with respect to the govern-

ment reveals itself in colonial New England's restrictiiig the collection

of data for 'public arithmetic" to publicly accIsOble information (see

Cassedy 1969 and Flaherty 1972). The privacy-'theme is implicit in Madison's

arguments with Congress over what data should be collected in national,

censuses for the sake of_managing the republic. It is explicit in

LeMilel-Shattodcit reports to the Massachusetts Sanitary Commission in

1879, which refer to public concern.about the propriety of the then-no4e1

epidemiological survey and about the government's use of the resulting

data. Shattuck's work foreshadowed controversy over ro&tine surveys of

public health and the creation of archives containing information on

mortality and health during the late 190?s (Duffy, 1974). That con-
,

troversy is no less apparent today in ',.uvedeveloPing'countries, where

for example; deaths may go unreported accOigt.of privacy custom, mem-

ory lapse, or inheritance taxes. The.cullection of economic data has run

7--"7--a's:imi-l-arly difficult cOutsev-Withpublic demonstration against he Social

Security Administration's record keeping during the 1930's reflecting a

concern not only about personal privacy t, from commercial quarters,

also about institutional privacy.

That data obtained for statistical research.ought to bp maintained

as, confidential is probably at least as old an idea. But aside from the

fine work of Flaherty (1972) anti. Davis (1971, 1972), there is scant his-

torical documentation on the matter. In America at least, the idea is

explicit in guidelines issued in'1840 by the CensUs Bureau, requiring

that census enumerators regard as coiri-diritinf-drmOi,on obtained from

their respondeng (Eckler, 1972). Indeed; the history of attempts'to make.



certain that the respondent's fear of disclosure would not inhibit coop-

eration in social research can be traced throughout much of the U.S.

Census Bureau's existence. As the amount of information elicited grew

from the simple enumeration of 1790'to the economic and social censues

of the early 1900's, and as the quality of surveys shifted from the aston-

ishingly inept efforts before 1840 to the remarkably high-caliber work

of the present day, so too did the laws governing disclosurr!-/-from rules

demanding public posting of inforMation elicited in a census to explicit

statutory requirements that information on individuals remain completely

confidential in the interest of preserving the quality of data available

to the nation. The same theme is eviderit in the early development of

economic welfare statistics, notably under the Social SeduritY Adminis-

tration. The problem of deductive disclosure_is not a new one either,

Ross Eckler's (1972). history suggests that the risks of accidental disclo-

sure based on publshed statistical tables, most evident in the census of

manufacturers, were officially recognized as early as 1910.

Legislative_protetion has, in the case of the census, been helpful

in resisting pressures brought to bear on this public interest by other

public interests. The U.S. Census Bureau has successfully staved off

demands for information on identified respondents ,that range from the

trivial to the ignominious. The latter include attempts to appropriate

census records during World War II in an effort to speed up Japanese

internment. There have been requests that were superficially worthy,

including location of lost relatives, and others,that were not so worthy.,

But the same level of protection in one quarter majt.'serve as a barrier

in another. Under current Niles, one may not access census records that

are under seventy-two years ,,Od for sociomedical or psychological research,

or any other type oi socialtresearch, The absence of such rules evidently

facpitated Alexander Graham Belrs original genealogical research-on

deafness,. based on records available from the 1790 census onwards (Bruce,

1975).
What is new then is not the occurrence, of privacy concerns in social

research, but rather their :41c e and character. Sodal scientists,
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including those who have been traditionally uninterested in field research,

have become more inVolvad in identifying social problems and testing possi-

ble solutions through field studies. This increase in the policy rele-

vance of research generates conflict with some policy makers simply because

a new standard--higher-quality empirical data--is being offered as a sub-

stitute for a more traditional emphasis on anecdote and expert opinion.

The increased contact between socal scientists and individuals who are

unfamiliar with their methods, objectives, and standards is almost certainly

a cause of increased discord, inclu ing argument about privacy. "Finally,

the larger research efforts typicall involve a variety of interest groups
and commentators. The interac ?ion of research sponsors, auditors, journa-
lists, and groups of research participants with opposing views on the-.value

and implications of the research complicates matters. In this setting,

privacy arguments may distract attention from far more important issues;

they may be entirely specious simply because reporting is inaccurate; or
they may be legitimate but intractable because the standards of interest

groups differ remarkably.
I

Corruption of the Principle

It does not take much imagination to expect that, at times, a confi-

dentiality principle will be used honorifically. In the best.of these

instances, the appeal to-principle is pious but irrelevant--that is, there

is no real threat to individual privacy or to confidentiality of records.

At worst, the appeal is corruptive, dedicated not 0 preserving individual

priyacy but to assuring secrecy that runs counter tothepublic interest

In either case, social research and especially the evaluatiiiiiOrioZ110-,,

reforms are likely to be impeded. Lobenthal (1974), for example, reports.

that in designing evaluative research on correctional facilities:

Even many [correctional] program personnel from whom we sought
information rather than advice withheld their cooperation. There
was, for example, a sudden solicitude about clients' rights to .

privacy and ostensible concern with the confidentiality of records.
When an elaborate protocol was worked out to safeguard confiden-
tiality, .the data we requested were still not forthcoming. (p. 32).

Similarly, the privacy issue has been used to prevent legitimate evalua-

tions of some drug treatment programs in Pennsylvania, where records'Were

destroyed despite immunity of record identifiers from subpoena under the
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1970 Drug Abuse Act. It has been used to prevent evaluation of manpower

training programs in Pittsburth and evaluation to mental health services

programs in southern California. It has been used to argue against the

System Development Corporation's studies of integration programs in the

New York City school system, despite the fact that children who responded

to inquiries would be anonymous. These episodes dn not represent the

norm, of course. They do represent a persistent minority event.

Little vignettes at the national level are no.less noteworthy, though

the reasons for impertinent appeals to privacy differ a bit from the ones

just described. For example, according to Boeckmann (1976), Senate sub-

committee members used the privacy issue as a vehicle for discrediting

researchers during hearings n the Negative Income Tax Experiment. She

suggests that the action was part of a drive to bury the idea of a gradu-

ated income subsidy program. More generally, the privacy issue has een

a convenient vehicle for assaulting national research that could reaten

political interests, and for getting votes. Mueller (1976), f example,

, argues that former President Nixon's support of the Domestici ouncil on

Privacy, the Privacy Act, and theories of executive privilege did what

it'was supposed to do--focus public attention on matters other than war.

That both uses are persistent but low-freqUency eventsjs evident from

similar experiences in Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, as well as in the

United States (Boruch & Cectl, 1979).

The most predictable adulteration of principle occurs before. each

U.S. population census, when ritualistic assault competes with thought-

ful criticism for public attention: To Charles W. Wilson, a former chair-

man of the House Subcommittee on Census and Statistics, for example, much

of the controversy over the 1970 Census was deliberately fomented by

colleagues interested less in privacy than in votes, and by journalists,

moved less by the need for balanced reportipg than by the need to generate

provocative stories. FurthoJ, the evidence used in attacks on the census

was often misleading.

Reference was continuallyimade to a-lotal of 117 [Census] questions
despite the fact.that this totaVCAld be obtained only by adding
all the different inquiries.,onflie forms designed for 80% of the
population; those -for 15%, and those for 5%. A number of the
questions appeared on one form only, and the maximum number of



questions for any individual was actually less than 90, The
question an whether the bathroom was shared continued to be dis-
torted into the much more interesting ;version "With whom do you
share your shower?" (Eckler, 1972, p. 202)

Similarly, in House Subconviittee Hearings, "One witness who had been

scheduled to appear in support of legislation, proposed by Congress-

man Betts to restrict the 1970 Census, admitted that he had learned from

earlier witnesses that his prepared statement was incorrect" tEckler, 1972,
p. 204).

An agency's refusal to disclose data on even anonymous individuals,

under false colors of privacy, is of course not a new problem, nor is it

confined to the social science arena. Its origins, in the United States

at least, date from the reluctance of the Massachusetts Bay Colony to

disclose either statistical information 0 mortality rates or records on

the death of identified individuals, forfear of jegpardizing'their

project (Cassedy, 1969). The data, if disclosed; would presumably have

made the colony much less attractive a prospect for volunteer colonists
and for its conscientious sponsors. A simila; reluctance appears to

underlie the distortion of fatality and accident rates published by

commercial,contractors .ior the Alaska pipeline (see the New York Times,

7 August 1975). Institutional self- protection of the same type has

hamperedtheeffortso,'0iomedicalresearchers to understand the causes

of the Thalidomide tragedy: the pharnidOeutical company has refused to

disclose its data on test subjects in'statistical summary form or otherwise.

The idea is implicit in the refusal. ofithe Philadelphia public school

system, during 1975-76, to disclose data on mine. "oups to
'

the U.S. --

Office of Civil Rights on the grounds Of student p.' /, though OCR,

required only statistical summary data. It is transparent in at least .

one court case involving a school's efforts to resist, on Privacy Act

grounds, the sampling of anonymous students by researchers who were

t

interested in the racial biases, hat y underlie diagnosis of maladjusted

and emotionally disturbed youths [Privacy Journal, 1977; Lora v. Board

of Education of City of New York (74 F.R.D. 565)].

There are, at times, good administrative and political reasons for

an agency's refusal to disclose statistical records to a researcher or to

permit researcher access to individuals. Though we may be unable to



subscribe to those 'reasons, it is not In our interest to confuse the rea-

sons for refusing disclosure with the issue of individual privacy. It

is reasonable to anticipate that controversy will be instigated for pur-

poses other than those advertised, even if we can offer no general advice

here on preventing dispute. An we can offer partial solutions to one

problem.

7.. Public Inters s and the Quality
of Evidence in Public Policy

Reasoning from information is often not easy. And if the information

is of an unfamiliarsort,'as statistical data are for many, the task is.more

difficult. Perhaps more important, the unfamiliarity makes it difficult to

persuade others that the information can indeed be useful and ought to be

valued at least as much as experience and anecdote.

As qne might suspect, the problem is an old one. No formal history

of public interest in evidence for policy purposes has been written. But

it should come as no surprise that arguments about the matter are as old

as recorded efforts to consolidate for public policy. Consider, for in-

stance, John Graunt's (1662/1973) Natural and Political Observations on

Bills of Mortality, a progenitor of modern tracts on policy statistics.

The conclusionary chapter poses a question:

"It may be now asked to what purpose tends all this laborious
bustling and groping? To know the number of . . . people,
fighting men, teeming women, what years are fruitful, what
proportions neglect the Orders . . ." and so forth (p. 71).

Graunt makes no bones in his first response:

"To this I might answer in general by saying that those who
cannot apprehend the reason of these enquiries are unfit to
trouble themselves to ask them" (pp. 71-72).

His second reason places him among many contemporary statisticians--

11

. . . it is much pleasure deducing so many abstract and
unexpected inferences."

And his third is more politic --

". . . the foundation of this honest and harmless policy is
to understand the land and the hands of the .arritory to be
governed according to all their int'ri'nsic and accidental
differences. . .by the knowledge whereof trade and gOvernmnet
may be made more certain and regular. . .so as trade might
not be hoped for where it is impossible. . .(all) necessary
to good, certain, and easy government. . ." (p. 73-74).
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Graunt's later remarks make it clear that he thinks it is in govern-

ment's interest to pay atten'ion to statistics. 814 he is not at all con-

vinced that there's any reason for disclosing the data to the general

public (see the section on Access).

Despite such early efforts, the history of "evaluation," as a formal

and sustained interest of government, is embarrassingly brief., The problems

engendered by collecting high-quality evidence of course are not. This has

some implications for the accuracy of our views of contemporary progress and

products of evaluation.

Progress is Slow

In the United States, exploiting high-quality information about socia

problems has been of episodic, rather than sustained, national interest,

and progress iS6more.typically sluggish than not. For instance, it was

not until the 19th century that the country systematically confronted'atAnr

flaws in the decennial census, longer to rectify them, despite the peiludic

recognition of problems in Europe, and elsewhere as early as the 14th -.-tury.

Naturally, rectification was stimulated by crisis. In the 1840 censuc black

residents of entire towns were enumeratedas insane by interviewers with

more political zeal than integrity (Regan, 1973). The remedial action,

appointment of census directors and regular staff partly on the basis of

merit rather than on politics alone:helped. But another 80 years passed

before the CensuS Bureau initiated a program of routine side studies on the

quality of census data.

Similarly, there were some interesting efforts by statisticians -to- assay

the effect of law or-other social intervention on statistics after the Civil

War.. Calkins (1890-91), for instance, published a careful article assaying

the effect of England's first major public health act on mortality, managing

to detect and correct computational errors:in the process. Indeed, he Copies

earlier work by Farr and does a little cost'benefil analysis of the law

estimating the value of human life at Am 36 per head ( 1890 U2S..dollars of

course). Yet the practice of evaluation o- any sort much less-.Cest/benefit

5e-valuation does not appear to have been e routine requirement of legislation

for another 70 years. The earl -lest ranuumfzed field tests of mediCal regi-

mens were undertaken in the early 1930's. But well-designed randomized field
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tests did become common until the 1960's, and a fair number of poorly

designed evaluations continue to be carried out (Cochran, 1976). The pro-

portion of such trials ,reported in medical journals has increased from 9% In

1963 to 46% in 1978, of the remainder, most appear to use no controls at all

(Chalmers & Schroeder, 1979).

The execution'ef 'randomized field tests of nonmedical regimens has not

been especially routine either. Interest in experimental tests of social

services programs which appeared in the 1930's (notably in hygiene) failed

to contifte, though it was rekindled in the 1970's f(Riecken & Boruch, 1978).

Judging from Braham (1979), efforts moot scientific tests of weather

modification methods can be trace° rc; 1946, despite a lung history of rituals

designed to produce rain. He suggests further that the first fifteen years

of such tests did not lead to much useful informatiOn about seeding but did

yield development research tools, useful it the tests. The same development

and lack of clear results characterized tests of educational programs during

the 1960's and 1970's as well.

This inconsistency is not peculiar to medicine or the social sciences.

The history of technology, for example, suggests that 25 bridges collapsed

each year, following the Civil War, but high-quality tests and adherence to

structural standards did not become routine for another 60 years. The cur-

rent renewed, interest, among engineers ifnot the public, in bridge failures

-durftg the middle 1970's suggests that attention to quality control 30 years

ago was- rather too modest. The extent of interest in quality of evidence

in any'human,enterprise, and especially in social program evaluatiOn, is

recognized only occasionally. This often engenders naive opinion about

--the-procesand that, in turn, has some implications for government posture.

Pockets' of Interest --

'The occasional intensive_ efforts of citizen's groups to collect reliable

data bearing on social problems is traceable at leait to the early 1800's.

Lecuyer and 0bersc17111 (1968) for instance, attribute the appearance of local

statistical societies in England during the 1830's to the general interest

Wtocial reform. The societies apparently organ-lied private applied social

research'of a quantitative sort to investigate health, working co..jitions of



'the poor, and education. Interviewers were hirt.", and, sent door. to door.

Similar grOups appeared impost-revolution France and in Germany during the

middle 1800's. Lecuyer-Oberschall identify Paris's efforts to abate prosti-

tution as an illustration °fan early municipal evaluation. For the United

States, Kaestle and ViSnovski (1980). suggest that it is "no accidept that .

the appearance of the first systeMatic school of statistics coincides with

the educational reforms Of the late 1830's and 1840's. The data were a

crucial tool for reformers .in their public relations efforts" .(p. 10). The

spirit bf the enterprise reappeared in England in 1937 with the mass obser-

vation.Movement, propelled by the belief that anyone can make systematic

inquiries aboutsocial phenomena (-Barnes., 1979, p. 51-62).

. A similar,spirit is reflected in contemporary private surveys of vo17

- untary organizations such as the League of Women Voters, Common Cause,

and the like. The more technical varieties include the. Stanford Workshops

on Political and Social Issues (SWOPSI) in the physical and engineering -

sciences,. the various Comittee,Vbf the Assembly of Behavioral Sciences of

the National Academy of Sciences, and others.

Ways of Knowing and Inept Evaluation Design

At least part of the Variability of general interest in evidence is

traceable to an embarrassment of riches. There are lots of ways of knowing,

of apprehending information, and lots more ways of reasoning from the

information.

conflict between one stereotypical way of knowing and contemporary

scientific method is exemplified by the battery additive case in 1951-54.

In that instance,.a chemical manufacturer claimed that one of his produdts

increased lifeof storage. batteries significantly, despite the National

Bureau:of Standardi' tests on related compounds and the negative tests

'results. NBS was eventually asked to test the product, providing evidence

of charges of fraud'brought against the manufacturer by two government

agencies: The NBS eventually reported-that the additive had noodetectable
effects despite claimi by the.manufacturer,.testimonials from trucking

companies,'and other manufacturers. The ensuing battle pitted small busi

. ness against'regulatory power of government, and more important here, evi-

Once of a. less formal, sort against evidence obtained in more systematic

fashion.

.0
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The seriousness of the debate was reflected partly by the Secretary

of ComMerce's asking for the resignation of NBS's director. The tone-of

at least one side of the argument is reflected in the Secretary's char-

acterizing himself as "a practical.man" rather than a man of evidence.

Practidality was also espoused by the Chairman of the Senate Committee on

Small Business who questioned the director: "The simple truth of the ques-

tion is.that if a good hardfisted businessman has used the product in a

fleet of motors. . .and places orders month after month, what is the matter

wiht him? Or otherwilsdewhat is the matter with the Bureau of Standards'

Test?" (p. 159). _The aWtetor's understated response emphasized the con-

trolled conditions required for scientific inference and cited.Sinclair

Lewis's ArrOwsmith to illustrate. That appears to have been necessary but

not sufficient to the eventual NBS victory.

The more dramatic examples of inept evaluation design have occurred in

medicine, where medical -or surgical remedies, adopted on the basis of very

weak evidenCe, have been found:to be of no use at best and to be damaging

to the patient at worst. Case studies are not too difficult to find.

For instance, the so-called frozen stomach approach to surgical treat-

ment of duodenal ulcers, for example, was used by a variety of physicians

who imitated the technique of an expert surgeon. Later well - designed exper-
.

imental.tests showed prognoses were good simply because the surgeon who

invented the technique was good at surgery and not because his innovation

was effective. It provided no benefit over conventional surgery (Ruffen

et al., 1969).
k

Prior to 1970, anticoagulant drug treatmene of stroke victims had

received considerable endorseMent by physicians who relied solely on per -

sonal, 'observational data for their opinions. Subsequen randomized ex0er-
.

imental tests showed not only that a 'class of such drugs d no detectable

positive effects-but that they 'could be dabaging,to the patients' health,

(see et al., 1960, and other examples described in Rutstein,.1669).
, . .

There are localized examples too of course. Consider, for instance, a

recent Science (Vol. 107, 1980, p. 161) article on the use of snake Venom.

A Florida' physician claimed 20% cure i.ates of patients treated for multiple

CI n
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sclerosis with venom. The phpician received enough publicity to force the

FDA to give it attention. The Food and Drug Administration sponsored a

wok to determine if the evidence justified the-design and execution

of controlled clinical trials. The main-conclusion seems to be that the
,

evidence is weak, and moreover that multiple sclerosis (one of the diseases

for which cures were claimed), "follows such an erratic path that it's

impossible to' attribute improvements to any therapy without double blind

studies." The evidence for Mc: people was not sufficient to override tests

of other options:.

There have been some recent efforts to characterize this problem

statistically. One such approach has been to illustrate a declaiation that

a program or regimen is successful depends on quality of the design. Con-

sider, for-instance, Gordonand Morse's (1975) review of published evalu-

ations of social programs. Their appraisal suggests that the,probability

of an evaluator winding up with a declaration that the program was a

"success" based on a poor design is twice the probability based on good

designs. Chalmer's (1972) analysis of a small sample of medical in- .

vestigations on estrogen therapy of prostate carcinoma suggests that

enthusiastic support of the therapy-was aliost guaranteed when,tne exper-

iment was poorly designed. Improvement takes time. And there has been

animprovement at least in the sense that better designs are being used-°
.

more frequently. For instance, Chalmer and Schroeder's (1979) estimates

of the proportion of experiments reported in the New England Journal of

Medicine suggest that there has'been a five fold increase in the number of

studiesemploying.randomized controls over a 25 year periqd to 1978. A

similar analysis of studies, appearing in Gastroenterology Suggests that

the ftaction of excellent ones has increased from 5%'to about 30%during
.

1953 -1967. -Similar problems are alleged to have affected the food industry.

According to Samuel Epstein (National Academy. of Sciences, 1974,p. 221),

in 1967,50% of all petitions submitted to the FDA in support of food

additives were. rejected. . .because of incomplete, inadequate, or non -

specific data" (p. 221). have not been able to locate more recent.

estimates.)
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Choicet_Approximation, and Compromise

The need to-choose between acquiring statistical information whole

character is well understood and obtaining information of a less formal

sort occurs often. In evaluative research, for instance,t emerges in

debates about whether to invest in randomized field tests rather than in

less expensive designs that yield more ambiguous information. It appears

.in debates about whether to mount designed surveys or to settle,for a

New Yorker essay based on a quick site visit. It is implitit in contem-

p6rar9 arguments over the proper.. balance bf Service Delivery Assessments

.(fast turnaround studies) and more elaborate research. The arguments often

Pit manager against technologist, substantive expert against statistician,

approximators against purists.

The problem is an ancient one, judging from Rabtnovitch's (1973) little

monograph on statistical inference in medieval Jewish literature. In dis-

cussing the tka of variability and sampling in the talmud and mishnah, he

describes a second century rabbinical argument over the approprIateness of

taking a systematic sample, of olives say in the interest of judging worth

of crop for tithing, rather than an informal one--grabbtng a convenient

handful and making,a declaration about worth. One result of debate appears .

to have bten that "only in matters of lighter consequences, for example,

prohibitions that are of rabbinic but not biblical origin, may one assume.

that perfunctory mixing gives an accurate sample." (p. 83). Roughly

speaking, the rabbis'fjudgment was that approximation is then permissible

for management purposes. . It is not seemly if the demand comes from a dur-

'able and important -source, such as God.

In engineering,similar tension is- reflected in other ways. Borg (1962)

for -instance suggests that structural engineering evolved into two camps witti

less than cordial relations: epgineering elasticity and strength of materials,

The first counted the theoreticians and mathematicians among itsmembers.

The second comprised builders, crushers, and benders, engineers with a

taste for the concrete so to,speak.. Something of the same spirit char-

acterizes the split between experimental physics aim its theoretical sister,

fluid dynamics,' and other fields. The gap in statistics .is wide enough to

concern the professional community,;judging from the presidential address

,at the International Statistical institute's Warsaw meetings. And it
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characterizes at least a few 61tter struggles in economics during the

1930's (Strotz, 1978). Sett ing, on the appropriate level of precision

or at least developing a rati nale
1 i

for it has been no easier for the hit :

torical demographer, judging from Hollingsworth (1968). The fact that
.

the decision must rest on still earlier ones which might not be explicit

makes°matters more dtfficult. Early Chinese censuses were confined largely

to cultivators, able bodied men, and taxpayers. "About the total population,

the soverign'did not wish to know" (Jaffe, 1947, p. 309).1

The result in engineering at least sometimes takes a form similar to

one taken in the social sector, though it is more formal than the latter.

So, for example, standards for the classification of geodetic control have

been developed and pinned to functional uses of the information. Local

geodetic surveys are subject to less rigorous standards of precision than
t

are scientific studies and metropolitan area surveys. The idea of tolerance

'bands of this sort characterize most engineering disciplines of course-and

the product depends on the use to which the bearyl, strut, detonation timer,,

and so on is put. The depth to which,the idea has,penetrated in the social

sector is not great. It is present in anpformaltatisiical design or

statistical power analysis. It is not evident in regulations that require

uniform evaluation methods at local and state level, though, and there appear

to have been no systematic treatments of the usefulness, of broadening -

'tolerance limits, numberical or otherwiie, in dealing with local enterprise.

Language

With customory style, John Kenneth Galbraith announced that "a certain

glib mastery (of the language of economics) is easy for the unlearned and

may even be aided by a mildly enfeebled intellect." The language, like

the vernacular of other social sciences may invite seduction because it

deals with human affairs.' But other aspects of scientific vernacular are

interesting, and ,thephysical sciences are not enfif-ely immune to the problems
. .

it engenders. These features include the creation.of new, official 'meanings

for existing words, causing confusion among the profane. If the scientist,

especially the social scientist, seeks to avoid the problem by inventing

new words, then lexicographic assault may follow. The confusion mounts when

the new words,are popularized mistakenly in the press or by public repre-

sentatives.



To be sure, emerging areas of inquiry such as evaluation are usually

characterized by a good deal of lexical ambiguity. Glass and Elliott

(1980) rummage through contemporary papers to find evaluation defined as

,applied sciences, systems management, decision theory, assessment of pro-

-Vets toward goals, desCription or portrayal, and rational empiricism.. In

our own investigations (Baruch & Cordray, 1980), we have ,interviewed a

director of research who announced his office did no evaluat*on, and his
, \

iboss, at the deputy secretary level, who announced that everything they

are responsible' for is evaluation. We eicountered Congressional'staffers

who, in criticizing research or evaluation, fail to distinguish among eval-

uation, research, development, and monitoring. We also talked to supi. rt

agency staff members who eschew the word evaluation entirely, preferring

instead simply to specify what question is answered by the process: Who

-is served? ,,. How well are they served? How much does it cost? And what
,

are the effects of service? The phrases invented by academicians to clarify

are sometimes remarkably effective in consolidating a variety 1:1frelated

themes under a single rubric. The less durable ones confuse and it is

difficult "to praise famous coiners of new words and the happy nomencla-
,

tors that begat them" (Howard, 1979, p. 153) if the new ones are no better

than the old. The student is offered "formative", evaluat'ci ins of

trouble- shooting or development, "summative" evaluation instead esiimat-

iNg program effects, and 'imdta-analysis" instead of synthesis or combining

f*timates of effect. These and other new phrases have become potois in

much less than ten ye.rs. There are still .many evaluators who try to

speak English, however,

The adoption of some of these words by politicians and journalists

has its parallel in the adoption from-other disciplines of phrases that
.

are auralll attractive and equglly'vague. The phrase "representative ".

sampling" for instance, has no formal definition 'in mathematical or applied

statistics. In,the nonsc4-'4'Fic literature, for example,, it is used.to

imply that gi'ven sample has a sort of seal of approval or a vaguely scien-

tific dignity. It is used to indicate a miniature of a population, to

suggest that extreme or varied units have been examinel(Kruskal &

Mosteller, 1979a). In the nonstatistical scientific literature, it is used

a.
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as a less forbidding synonym for random sampling (Kruskal & Mostelleri

1979b): I expect that the word experiment" is used in at least as many

ways. The word was appropriated from simple language by statisticians.

Unless told otherwise, the latter would expect the.thing'to be randomized,

and it is now used to lend an aurapf 'scientific legitimacy to the process

of merely trying things out in laboratory and field,settings.

There are also words that have becod-popular by mistake. Their
misuse is more pleasing than'proper .use, and in any-event, it is hard for

the non-scientist to understand the correct definition.. Howard's (1979)

catalog of words of this ilk it fascinating: "Quantum jumps" are not very'

'big ones as its users usually imply; rather, they are exceeding small tran-

sitions from one energy state to another. He suggests, incidentally, that

the term's abusers be made to walk the Planck, because they have got hold
Of the wrong end of the quirk. Feedback too has gotten appropriated

inappropriately. Geriatric implies health for the aged; ts reference'to
the long of tooth is incomplete..

The problem is not a new one of course. In social statistics, at

least, it's recorded history dates at least to c. F. Pidgin's (1890-91)

efforts to, popularize statistics in a seemly fashion. He objected*vigor-

ously tothe gobbledygook *invented to praise, to obscure, and especially

attack: "Now we have statistical roorbacks (supplementing the literal

variety) and neither the politicians nor the people understand them

(p. 109)." He also made a plei for simple summary and homely comparisons,

echoed 85 years later by the New York Times, e.g., "How doesothe.xisk.the

FDA has moved against compare with the risk of breathing normal polluted

air in Manhattan?" (National :Academy of-Sc jences, 1974, p. 27).

The lexical difficulties are .tediOus, fr4itrating, and unnecessary

at times. In short, they are normal. The puzzling part-is why we do not
expect them and have nto better ways to deal with them.

8. Use of Randomized Experiments in the Physical Sciences-

,)uring,a recent oral examination, a social science stUdent suggested

that because randomized tests are not often used in the physical sciences

and engineering,.one, to be suspicious about their The

4tremite, rarity of experiments in the area, is not unreasonable when' one

considers that feW undergraduate science courses stress the topic.. But

it does not "reflect reality well

9



Consider, for example, recent research on weather control. Over the

past 25 years, both randomized experimental tests, as well as quasi-experi-

ments, have been run to determine whether the introduction of silver iodide

crystals into the air will under certain conditions increase the probability

of precipitation. As in.the social sciences, the incidence of non-randomized

experiments exceeds that of randoMized trials. The work does involve the

physical sciences since weather dynamics, chemistry, as well as some'

knowledge of the natural csciences such as atmospherics. This is also a

nice illustration of a research endeavor in which the' distinction between

physical sciences and natural sciences ceases to be meaningful. So-called

Grossversuch 3, which lasted seven years and ended in 1963 is among the

largest of weather experiments. The unit of randomization in the experi-

ments was a 24 hour period. Each period was randomly assigned to an

act of seeding clouds or,to an activity. of not seeding clouds, con-

ditional on prior predictions about whether thunder storms with hail were

to be expected on the day in questioH. The experiments were conducted on

the southern slopes of the Alps in Switzerland and Italy (see Neyman, 1977,

for example)... ,

Related efforts include the National Hail Research Experiment, under-

taken in Colorado and Nebraska .in 1972-1974 nail seasons (see Crow et

1977). The experimental unit was the declared hail day, determined on the'.

bagis of radar reflectivity data. "A random 50/50 choice to seed,orsnot

to seed was applied only to theLfirst day of a sequence ofione or more hail

days; subsequent days.in.a sequence were given alternating treatments.h

Treatment consisted of seeding clouds°with silver iodide crystals using

rockets,pyrotechnic flares, etc. Responge variables were hail size (smaller

circumference than control days), rain mags,'and others. Apparently

seeding had no effect at the 10% level of significance.

The randomized trials describe.by Braham (1979) haie been subjected

to intensive independent scrutiny and secondary analysts. 1 The material

given earlier id 'Section 2 suggests that there are parallels between the

operational problems in meteorolOgical experiments and experimentsl tests

of social programs. The Colorado trials described by Elliott et'al.

(1978) exhibit similarities as well. ,

A second broad, category of randomized experiments in the physical

sciences involveg tests of material strength of materials as a function

1 4
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the shape of the material, its composition, and other factors. Here again,

the use of randomized experiments is less frequent than the use of non-

experiments, However, one can find controlled studies of, for example, the

etfect of fibre diameter on the fatigue strength of metal composites making

up the fibres. In civil engineering research, it is not difficulto find

'randomized experithents in which the hardening time and characteristics"of

the thickening process of cement are examined as a function of temperature,

pressure, and other physical properties of the cement. The unit of random-

ization is a sample from a batch, several units being extracted from each

batch in to make up; replications. In chemistry, the light fastness of

dye bases has been explored using randomized experiments with chemical com-

Position:of the dye base as a treatment variable, and a stable element of

the dye base as a blocking variable. The problems of designing effiCieht

experimegts in chemical processing have'been sufficient to produce a sub-

stantial body of literature on optimization, by V. V. Fedorov at the

University of Moscow among others.

More generally, it's-not difficult to find major technical reports on

randomized experimental designs in thephysical'sciences and engineering,

issued by, among others, the National Bureau of Standards and the Genera)

Electric Corporailon. Each has research laboratories which have Produced

reports on fractional fa'ctorial designs. The Office of Aerospace Research

at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio has issued important reports on

complex fractional factorial designs.

Finally, there are at least a half dozen textbooks.available,on experi-

mental design in the engineering sciences, especially industrial engineering

and related areas. Books' by Brownlee, Daniel (1976), Davies (1971), and

Chew (1958) are notable. Still more generally, a sizable number of indi-

viduals who've made distinctive contributions to applied'statistics over

the.past 20 years have done so through their involvement with applied,research

in the physical sciences. This,includes, for example, G: E. P. Box (Hunter

&Box, 1965) and H. Scheffe (1958), as well as individuals who are better

.known for.their, work in agricultural research, such as Youden and.Kempthorne.

In fact, some major areas of experiment71 design have grown primarily out

of work in the industrial-and engineerl:, sector: fractional factorials,

weighfngidesigns and specialized designs ler understanding chemical mixtures



and the influence which externally manipulated factors around them. The

work is reported regularly in Journals such as Technometrics (e,g., Webb,

1973), and Biometrics (T Davies & Hay, 1950),



Footnotes

1. I am grateful to the support of the National Science Foundation (DAR
7820374) for support of work on evaluative methods in the social
sciences, and to the National Institute of Education (NIE -G -79 -0128)
for support,of work on evaluation in education. Portions o? this
paper have been presented at the University of Jerusalem in June 1980
and at the U.S. General Accounting Office. William H. Kruskal kindly
provided suggestions on an earlidr draft.

2. The failure of a suspension bridge over the Main River (France) in
1860 also provides a nice illustration of malformed federal regula-
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Excerpted from Boruch and Cecil (1979).
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